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them
as Dick and bis two friends fired the burning arrows, Jfrs. IIotfes supp!fecfen
J'resh ones. 'The missles set fire to the building 'a nd the despera te Englishm
inside now began to shoot back through the~indows.
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By HARRY . MOORE

CHAPTER L
J'IM BENNETT.

• "Say, dad, ther British hev took up theer quarters at Mrs.
Mottes' house on the hill."
"Hev they?"
.
"Yaas."
"Air they goin' ter stay thar erwhile?"
"I guess they air. An' say, dad."
"Waal?"
"I'm goin' ter jine 'em."
"Whutl Ye jine ther British army, Jim?"
"Yaas."
"Thet's foolishness."
"I don' think so."
. It was a ~leasant May morning in the year 1781. Standing
m the yard m front of a log house located on a · road r unning
east and west, and about two mile.a from the j unction of the
Congaree and Catawba rivers in South Carolina, were a man
of perhaps forty-five years and a youth of seventeen or
eighteen.
The man was Hiram Bennett, a loyalist, and the youth was
his son Jim.
Mr. Bennett combatted his son's ideas, but the boy . was
determined.
He seemed to have gotten the notion that he must be a
soldier, and it could not be changed.
"Ye won' make er sojer, Jim," his father told him.
"W'y not, dad?"
"W'y, ye're too tall an' awkward; an' de don't know nothin'
erbout ther work uv sojers ertall."
"I kin l'arn."
"Waal, mebby ye could; but I wouldn' think uv jinin' ther
army, ef I wuz ye."
"I'm tired uv ther farm, dad. I wanter git1 inter sumthin'
thet hez more excitement inter et."
"Ye'll wush't ye wuz back on ther farm moughty quick,
I'll bet."
"I don't think I wull."
Jim's mother came out of the house just then, and Mr.
Bennett told her what Jim wanted to do.
"Et 's plum' foolishness," she declared. "Ye hain't goin'
ter do nothin' uv ther kin'."
•
But Jim protested that he was.
"I'm goin' ter be er sojer," he said, "an' ye mustn' try ter
keep me frum et."
" But I need yer he'p on ther farm," his father said.
"Ye kin git erlong. I'm goin' ter jine ther .army an' he'p
fight f ur iher kin~( '
They argued with the youth, but it did no good. He had
made up his mind, and was not t o be t urned f:r:om his purpose.
"An' now, I guess l 'll be goin'," he said.
"Ye'll l:>e pack ergin, won't ye7" his mother asked

~y
"Oh, yaas; I'm jest goin' over tha r now ter jine, an'll be
back in an hour or two."
"Mebby they won't let ye come back," bis father said.
"Oh, yaas, they wull."
So Jim set out along the road, toward the east.
He whistled cheerily, for be was young and car e-free, and
thought that joining the a r my and being a solder would be
about the same as a continual picnic. He had been over a t
Rebecca Mottes' home the day the British took possession,
and had been greatly impressed by the brilliant red uniforms
and glittering muskets.
He strode along at a rapid pace, and in about half an
hour he approached the large stone house on the hill, where
the British soldiers under Captain M'Pherson had taken up
their quarters.
This house stood about a quarter of a mile from the point
where the Congaree and Catawba rivers joined, and occupied
a commandini position. It had already been dubbed F.ort
Mottes.
Rebecca Mottes, who owned the house and a large plantation around it, was a strong patriot; she was a widow, her
husband having been dead several years. She, with her
family, had been forced to leave the mansion and go to her
farmhouse, a mile to the northward, on another hill.
When Jim was yet more than one hundred yards away
from the mansion, he was. challenged by a sentinel:
Jim was startled, and threw up his hands and cried:
"Et's on'y me, Jim Bennett, whut wants ter be er sojer.
··
Don' shoot me, mister I Please don' shoot I"
The sentinel laughed and called out:
"Come here, young fellow."
Jim approached the soldier, who looked him over, a broad
smile on his face.
"So you want to be a soldier, do you?" he remarked.
"Yaas, mister."
"You are a king's man, of course?"
"Ye bet."
"That's right."
"Yaas, I think so."
"Well, go on into the camp and ask someone t.o direct you
to Captain M'Pherson."
"All right, an' thank ye."
Jim walked onward, and was soon close to the house. He
found a number of soldiers working away, digging a wide
trench around tlie mansion, and building a parapet on the
inner edge of it.
They looked at Jim curiously, and then exchanged glances
and smiles.
" What do you want, young man?" asked one of the soldiers.
"I wanter see Cap'n M'Pher son."
"Anything in particular you wish to see him about!"'
"Yaas ; I want er jine ther army."
The soldiers laughed.
" So you want t o be a soldier, eh't"
"Yaas.~

"Well, that•s good...
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"Well, there are a number of things that a new recruit
has to do," was tbe reply. "The first thing th at is necessa r y
for a new soldier to learn is to implicitly and unquestioningly
obey every order given him by a superior officer. You must
submit to everything uncomplainingly, and as an ' aid to a
philosophical acquiescence, we are going to give you the test
of the blanket-tossing.''
"Whut's thet?" asked J im.
"We'll show you. Get a blanket, boys."
One brought out a blanket, and six got h old of it, one at
each corner, and one at each side.
"Now get in there," ordered the sergeant.
"Whut fur?" queried Jim.
"You will soon know. But what did I just tell you?
Prompt and unquestioning obedience is the first requisite of
a good soldier; it is the first lesson that must be lea rned.
Get in!"
But Jim began to suspect that something unpleasant lay
before him, and hung back.
"I-I'd -r uth--" he began, but the sergeant made a
gesture, and four of the redcoats leaped up an d seized Jim
.
and placed him bodily in the blanket.
Jim struggled a bit, but he could do n othing, and the in·
stant the four let go their hold, the six who h a d hold of the
blanket gave a strong upward surge with it , and Jim was
tossed several feet into the air.
His arms and legs stuck out, and he resembled nothing so
much as a trounced fro:;.
Down he came, and had no more than struck the blanket
before he was sent hi:rh into the air a.gain.
This time he gave utt erance to a yell of fright and pr otest.
"S-stoP ! D-don' do et!" he spluttered. "L-lcml""e d-dovm !"
He came down, struck t he blanket, a nd went brick up a gain,
another yell of fright and pr otest escaping hi s lips.
The soldiers roared with laughter. It was great sport for
them. But it"-wasn't so funny for Jim. It ·was much like
1-rouncing a frog by boys-fun for the boys, but dea th to the
frog.
The soldiers kept this up for quite a while. and the moTe
Jim kicked and yelled, the louder the redcoats la ughed.
P r esently one said something to the serr-eant in a low
voice, and he nodded his head. Then he said something to
CHAPTER II.
the men who had hold of the blanket, while Jim was up in
the air, and made a gesture toward the river.
JIM IS INITIATED.
The soldiers nodded and grinned, and th en began moving
toward the river a few yards each time befo re tossing Jim
Jim went down and asked for Sergeant Randall.
in the air again.
The officer was pointed out to him.
It did not take them long to r each the river bank, and then
"I want er uniform," said Jim.
they gave the youth a t oss high in the air a nd out into the
"Oh, you do, eh?" with a smile.
stream.
_
"Yaas."
Down he came headfirst. and struck the water with a
"Well, I'll get you one, but I don't believe I can fit ybu,
splasl,i., and went under out of sight.
\
young man."
Yells of delight and roars of laughter went up from the
"I guess ye kin.''
Then. he led the way into a downstairs room, and selected crowd of soldiers who had followed the part y down to the
river bank.
a unifor m, and g-ave it to the vouth.
Up came Jim, splashing and spluttering. H e swam a nd
"Put it on and come out and I will put yoll' to work," the
scrambled to the shor e, and climbed up onto the ba nk, where
sergeant said.
he stood with arms extended and the water running off into
.
"All rig-ht, mister."
./.
Jim doffed his old suit and put on the uniform. The suit little rivulets.
"W-whut d-did y-you d-do it fur?" snluttered J im.
was too smal1 for him, the sleeves of the coat coming half"It's a part of the initiation," replied the sergeant. "It is
way to the elbows, and the legs of the trousers coming up to
a great aid to discipline."
the ankles.
"Waal, I cl-don't I-like it."
He presented a ludicrous aspect, but he was not aware of
"Perhaps not. but it is good for you, just tJie sa me.''
it. He felt highly elated; he was proud to be wearing a
"We have only begun with you," said a nother. "You !'till
brilliant unifor m.
have a lot to learn. Y oy. show a d' Sf'OSition t o not want to
He went out and reported to the sergeant.
The soldier s eyed the youth and grinned broadly, while obey orders, and we keep on going till that is all taken out
of a new recruit."
some laughed out ri ght.
"Yes,'' said the sergeant. "We keep on till the r ecruit is
" You get down in the trench, thei·e, and help dig," ordered
ready to obey any order that is given him, promptly and
the sergeant.
\ .Tim jumped down · a nd took up a spade and went to work. wit hout hesitating an ins tant."
"I. think ye've done enuff," said Jim. "I'll obey orders, ef
He was young and strong, and did as much as any two of
only ye'll let me be."
the soldiers.
"You'll obey orders, will you?"
'Vhen noon came, and dinner was ready, he ate heartily.
"Yaas."
"How do you like soldiering?" asked one.
"All right; climb tha t tree t here, and go out on that limb
"Purty wull," replied Jim.
"The trench digging is about t he har dest part of it,'' said that extends out over t he i·iYer and dive down int o the water."
"But" said Jim, "I-t het is- I - - "
anothe1:.
"Do you call that obeying order s promptly," said the ser_
"So I s'posed."
The afte:;:noc;n was put in in the same manner, a nd after geant sternly. "I don't, if you do. I see that you need a good
a hearty supper the men told Jim t hat it would be necessary deal of discipline yet. Up into that t:ree with you."
Jim did not hesitate any longer, but advanced to the tree
that he should be initiated into the ranks and proved worthy.
and began climbing it. He was good at this .kind of work,
"Wh ut ye want meter do?" he asked.

"I think so."
"Just knock on that door there, and the orderly will attend
to you, young man."
"Thank ye."
Jim walked to the door and knocked, and it was opened by
an or derly, to whom Jim expressed a desire to see Captain
1\'I'Pherson.
"What is your business with him?" the orderly asked.
Jim told him.
"Come in and sit down. I'll see if he will see you."
"Thank ye."
Jim entered and took a seat, while the orderly went upstairs to the captain's room.
He was back a gain in a few minutes, with the information
that the officer would see Jim.
Then he led the way, the youth followin g, and Jim was
ushered into the presence of the British captain.
" What is your name?" asked the officer, curtly, after glancI
ing at the youth.
"Jim Bennett."
"What ·do you want?"
"I wanter jine ther army.'
"Ah, you do?"
"Yaas."
"You are sure?"
"Yaas, mister."
"It's hard work."
"I don' keer; et kain't be harder'n farmin'."
The captain then swore him in.
"Go down and ask for Sergeant Randall, and t ell him you
want a uniform," remarked the captai;n, after the ceremony
had been gone through.
"All right, mister."
Then Jim took his departure, the captain looking after
him with a grim smile on his face.
"The boys will have some sport at his expense, likely.''
murmured the captain. "I'll wager that t he young man will
wish he h;;td not joined the army before he is here many
days."

l
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He arrived there just as h:s mo ther and father were sitting down to eat supper.
They stared at him in amazement. His red uniform, now
nearly dry, had shrun k till the sleeves of the coat came nearly
to the elbows, and the trousers leg-s reached nearly to the
knees. The youth looked picturesque, to say the least.
"Waal, Jim Bennett!" gasped his mother. "How funny ye
look!"
"I sh!d say so!" chuckled his fa ther. "Thet unyform's too
leetle fur ye, Jim-haw, haw, haw!"
"Et's shrunk up," said Jim.
"Whut shrunk et?" asked his mot,h er.
"I'll tell ye w'ile I'm eatin'," said Jim. '.' I'm kinder hungry."
He had eaten at the British encampment, but had gone
through with so much strenuous. excitement since that he had
grown hungry again.
His mother hastened to fix a place for him, and he sat
down and began eating.
"So ye're er sojer, shore enuff, Jim?" his father remarked.
"Noap," i·eplied Jim.
"Whut! W'y, ye've got er unyform .onl"
"Yes, but thet don' make me er sojer."
"Hain't ye one?" asked his mother.
"Not now."
"W'y not?"
·
"I quit 'em."
"Whut fur?" his father wai1ted to know.
Then Jim told the story of the manner in whicl1. he had
been treat ed by the soldiers, and his parents listened sympathetically.
"Waal, thet wuz er shame!" said his mother when she had
heard all.
"Et shore wuz no way ter treat ennybuddyl" said Mr.
.
Bennett.
CHAPTER III.
"Thet's whut I thort," said Jim, "an' so I made up my mm'
ter quit 'em."
JIM GETS ENOUGH OF IT.
"Ye done jest right," his father declared.
"But warn't thet desartin'?" queried his mother.
and
water
the
at
stared
The soldiers became sober, and
"Yaas · but whut do I , keer? I made up my min' thet l
t hen at one another, blankly.
wouldn' ~tay with 'em, an' thet settled et." .
They had not intended to injure the youth, and were sorry
"But ef they ketch ye they'll shoot er hang ye, Jim!"
they had been the cause of his death-for they now believed
"They won' ketch me."
that he had been drowned.
Just then there came a shl!rp knock at the door, and the
They watched for the youth's body, till it was so dark thev
could no longer see, and then they went back to the encamp- three leaped up from the table in alarm.
"Further Ian's sake!" gasped the woman.
men~, and the setgelint went fo the captain and reported the
"Thar they air, now!"· from Mr. Bennett.
affair.
Jim was staring at the cfoor with startled eyes.
"Jove, that is bad!" said the captain "Are you sure he
He was about to bolt out of the rear door, when the front
·
is dead?"
."I'm afraid that he is. I don't see how it can be other- door opened, and a number of patriot soldiers were seen
.
wise. We watched closely for at least twenty minutes and standing in and beyond the doorway.
These soldiers were young fellows, not to exceed nmeteen
'
he never came up."
"It is bad; b\lt it can't be helped now. Of course, you or twenty years, on the average. They were bright-looking,
did not intend to in.iure him."
alert, and handsome .
. "~o; we just thought we would have a little fun ~ith
"Good-evening," greeted the one who seemed to be the
·
him.
leader.
. "Oli, well, never mind, sergeant. It may turn out that he
"Good-evenin'," replied Mr. Bennett.
is not dead."
The newcomers looked at Jim, and the one who had spoken
The sergeant shook his head.
before said:
"I'm afraid it won't turn out that way" he said
"You are a British soldier, I see."
·
'
Then he saluted and withdrew.
Jim shook his head.
"Po<;>r young chap,'' muttered the captain. "His career as
"No I hain't!" he declared, decidedly.
a soldier was a brief one."
"Yo{i have on a British uniform."
"I know thet; but thet don' make me er redcoat, mister."
But Jim Bennett was not dead.
"You really are not a British soldier?"
The fac.t ·was that he was not as big- a fool as they had
"I reely hain't."
thought '!um, and he had suddenly become soured on the life
"But--how about the uniform?"
of a soldier. To be forced to climb a tree and dive off a limb
1
"I kin explain erbout thet mou!fhty quick,' said Jim. And
one~ was not so bad, but to be ordered to do it right over
agam-;-tha~ w~s more tbnn Jim could stand for, so to speak. he did so the young patriot soldiers listening with interest.
While chmbmg the tree the second time he decid~d that The maj~rity of them grinned, as if they appreciated the
,
humor of the affair, as told by the youth.
he,_wQuld quit the British army at once and forever.
"They treated you rather shabbily, I think," said the young
. Ef I ~ev ter be treated like this," he thought, "I'll J·est
leader of tbe party.
qmt ll'ft' git out."
"I think so, too; but they won't e;it er chanst ergin, I tell
. Jim was an expert swimmer, and when he dove off the
hmb. he struck out under water and swam down the stream ye I hev turned ergainst. ther redcoats, an' blamed ef I
wouldn' like ter fight 'em!"
and m toward the bank.
The young patriot nodded and said:
He r!'!ac?ed the shore, and stayed in under an overhanging
"Better join us, then; and you'll have plentf of opportunlledge till it grew dark and .the soldiers had gone back up to
the encampment; then he climbed up onto the bank and stole ties of fighting the redcoats"
away along the shore till he was at a safe distance, and the11 . "I've er good min' ter do 'etl"
'"Xha.t'a the way to talkl~
he hastened away in the direction of his home.
for he had climbed trees all his life, and he soon reached the
limb in question, and walked out upon it, holding to another
above his head.
When he was out pretty well on tl e limb, the sergeant
called out:
"Dive off!"
Jim did not hesitate.
~ Th~ fact was that this was, comparatively speaking, sport
for him. He had always liked to dive into the water and
'
so now he dived off, and shot down head-first.
He struck the water head-first, and scrambled to the shore
as soon as he came up, as he had done before, and climbet
up on the bank.
"~ou did very weiI that time Jim" said the sergeant
·
'
'
"Is thet so?" sulkily.
"Yes; now climb up there and dive off again."
·
"W-whutl"
"Heri:! ,Didn't I tell you that to obey orders promptly and
unquest10nmgly was the prime requisite of a good soldier
'
and the first .thing to be learned?"
:'Y~as, but whar's ther sense uv doirt' thet over ere;in? I
on y Jest done et, an'--"
"9bey 'f!le !" thundered the sergeant.
Jim whirled and hastened to the tree and climbed it walked
'
out on the limb and dived off.
He wen.t under out of sight, and did not come up again
when a nunute had passed.
The soldiers watched the surface of the water and then
when another minute had passed and the youth had not
appeared, they stared at on~ another in dismay.
"He probably s.truck his head against a rock, and was
rendered unconscious and drowned!" said the sergeant
'
soberly.
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"Who air ye fellers, ennyhow?"
"We are called the Liberty Boys."
"Ther Liberty Boys, hey?"
"Yes."
"Waal, I like ther name, an' blame me ef I hain't ergoin'
ter jinc ye!"
"Good!"
"Hev ye got an extry uniform thet I kin hev?"
"Yes, and one that will fit you better than the suit you
have on."
"All right; then frum this time on I'm er patriot."
"And a Liberty Boy, eh?"
"Yas, an' er Liberty Boy!"
He was duly sworn in as a patriot soldier.

CHAPTER IV.
REBECCA MOTTES.

"How far is it to Fort Mottes?" asked ·the leader of the
patriots.
"About two milei;;."
"How strong a force have thev?"
"I dunno jest how many. I sh'uld say thar is erbout three
hundred uv 'em."
"Is their position a strong one?"
"Y aas; ye see ther house is uv stone, an' ther soldiers hev
dug a deep trench aroun' et, an' hev put up er parapet uv
logs along ther inside edge uv ther ditch."
"I see. It would be a pretty hard matter to get at them."
"Ye're right, mister."
"My name is Dick Slater. What is yours?"
"Jim Bennett."
·
"All right, Jim. I guess we'll go into camp here for the
night, and to-morrow we can see what is to be done."
' "How menny men hev ye got, Mr. Slater?"
"One hundred."
Jim shook his head.
"Ye kain't do ennythin'," he said. "Thev c'uld lick ye in a
fa'1· fight, an' with all ther advantage thet they've got, ye
wouldn't stand no chance ertall."
"But we don't expect to fight. them alone."
"\Vho do ye expec' ter he'p ye?"
"A couple of patriot forces under Generals M:;irion and
Lee a_re on their way to this vic"nity, and when they get here
we will be strong enough to make an· attack on Fort Mottes."
"Oh, thet's more like et."
·
"Yes; and now we will go into camp."
"Thar's a nice place fur a camp right a1·oun' behin' ther
house." '
"All right, Jim."
It was not very da rk, ther e being a moon, and the Liberty
Boys could see fairly well, and were soon encamped. They
ate their supper, and then Dick Slater entered the house
and had a long talk with Jim Bennett. He secured a good
bit of information, which he thought would be of value to
him later on.
He learned that Mrs. Mottes. the 0'" ner of the mansion that
th redcoats had taken nossession of, Wll S a strong pai riot.
and that she had moved ], er fam'l y to her far:nh ouse a mile
to the north from the mansion.
"That is where myself and Liber ty Boys will take up our
quarters." said Dick.
"Hain't yer !\fraid thet ther redcoats will come up thar an'
lick '\'e?" asked .Jim.
"No," with a smile. "! don't think they will try anything
]ike that."
"They mought."
"Yes, they mii:rht; hut I don't tMnk they will. If they do
though, we will rive them a lively fight."
'
"Waal. I'm goin' to b~ with ye."
Then Dick went J:.::ick out to the encampment. made the
rounds of the sentinels to see that they were properly stationed, and then lay down in comuany with the other Liberty
Boys and went to sleep.
'
Next morning he sent a blue uniform to Jim, and a few
minutes later the youth emerged from the house with a suit
of blue on. It fitted him better' than the red uniform had, and
Jim was evidently proud of his appearance. ·
"Say, do ye think I'll make a soier?" he asked.
"I think so, Jim," replied Bob.
0

.

"Dhe uniform isn't afther makin' dhe soldier," said Patsy
Brar,nigan, significantly.
"Dot is so!" coincided Carl Gookenspieler. "! gan fighd
shoost so goot midout any univorms as mit dem, you pet my
life."
"Y aas, but er feller looks better with er uniform on," said
Jim.
"Maype dot is so."
The Liberty Boys were a company of ~rooper.s, and ~o
Jim brought out a horse that had been given him by his
father.
"He hain't much ter look at," said Jim; "but he's tough,
an' kin keep on goin'."
"That's good " said Dick.
Then the yoi'.iths mounted and rode away. Dick and Jim
in the lead, . as the youth knew the way to go in order to
reach the farmhouse occupied by Mrs. Mottes, and without
hftving to go in sight of the fort. Dick did not want the
British to know that his force was in the neighborhood, if
he could help t.
When they had gone about a mile Jim indicated a road
that turned off toward the left, and said:
"Thet's th er road ter ther farmhouse; ther one thet goes
straight erhead goes ter ther manshun whar ther redcoats
air."
' "To the fort, eh?"
"Yaas."
"Well, we'll take this other road and go to the farmhouse."
They turned aside, and entered the road in question, and
fifteen minutes later they reached the farmhouse. It was a
large, ,rambling building, on a hill, but with trees all around
it, and so there was no danger that the Liberty Boys would
be seen from the fort.
\
As the youths drew rein in front of the house a fine-lookin.;
woman of middle age emerged and stood on the porch, looking at them.
"Thet's Mrs. Mottes," said Jim in a low voice.
"So I supposed," said Dick. Then he leaped down and
advarn;ed to the steps, and, doffing- his hat, bowed.
"This is Mrs. Rebecca Mottes ?" he said.
"It is, sir; and you?"
"My name is Dick Slater, Mrs. Mottes. And these are the
Liberty Boys of Seventy-six."
The woman started and looked at Dick and then at the
young Continental soldiers with interest.
"I have heard of you," she said, "and I am indeed glad to
make your acquaintance, Captain .Slater."
"Thank you; and I am glad to make your acquaintance,
Mrs. Mottes. I understand that the British have taken possession of your home."
"Yes, sir."
"Well, we will go into camp here, Mrs. Mottes, and wait till
Generals Marion and Lee get here with their forces, and
then an attempt will be made to capture the fort."
"I shall be only too glad to have you go into camp here,
Cap.tain Slater, and my food supplies are at your service."
"Thank you."
"And I hope that you will succeed in capturing the fort,
as you call it."
"I hope so."
"I shall be glad to have you and your under officers take
up your quarters within the house, Captain Slater."
"I thank you for your kind invitation, Mrs. Mottes, but I
~hink that I will bunk with my comrades."
.
"Just as you like; but you will be more than welcome."
"! am more of a comrade than a commanding officer, Mrs.
Mottes, and so will share the quarters occupied by my Liberty Boys."
"Look around, Cap~ain Slater. and select any site that suits
you," said the woman. "And the cellar and smokehouse are
open to you; in one you will find vegetables and in the other
meat."
.
"Many thanks, Mrs. Mottes."
Then, with a bow, Dick went back and rejoined his comrades.
"Come," he said. "We will go into camp on that rise, back
of the house."
"What will we do with the horses?" asked Bob Estabrook.
"Turn them into the lot."
"All right."
The youths unbridled and unsaddled their horses, and
turned them infu ,the horse-lot, which was several acres in
extent, and then they went to work to establish themselves
comfortably.

.
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They soon did this, and then they held a council.
What should be their plan of action?
It was decided, presently, that they would remain quietly
in camp, and await the comin2' of Generals Marion and Lee.
"We will send out scouts to watch for their coming," said
Dick, "and to tell them of our presence and where we are."
.
"That is a good idea," said Bob.
"Of course, if anything should come up in the meantimeif the British began committing depredations in the• vicinity,
for instance, we would take a hand without waiting for the
coming of Marion and Lee."
,
"Of course."
When noon came the youths 'went to the cellar and smokehouse, as Mrs. Mottes had told Dick to do, and got vegetables
and meat, and cooked a dinner that was good enough for anybody, as several expressed it.
They enjoyed the meal immensely, and declared that they
were glad that they had secured such pleasant quarters.
After dinner Dick went around and sat on the porch and
talked to Mrs. Mottes.
He had been there perhaps an hour, when suddenly a girl
appeared from the trees a hundred yards distant, and came
running toward them. She was evidently greatly excited, her
hair was streaming behind her, and sh'e was panting at a
great rate.
"That is Mary Miller," said Mrs. Mottes, rising and looking wonderingly at the 2'irl.' "I wonder what can be the
matter?"
"Oh, Mrs. Mottes I" cried the girl, as she reached the steps,
and sank upon them, "the-redcoats-have killed-fatherand are-robbing the-house I Oh-oh!"

Then he
Iproceed.

CHAPTER V.
"FIGHTING WITH FIRE ARROWS."

"Help her into the house, Captain Slater," cried Mrs.
Mottes.
"I will do so," replied Dick, and he hastened down the
steps and assisted the girl to rise and mount the steps. He
led her across the porch and into the house, and seated her
on a sofa in the front room.
"Now, you take care of her, and I will go and tell my
Liberty Boys the news, and we will go to the girl's home and
SP.e if we can .c apture the redcoats,". said Dick.
"Very well, Captain Slater."
Dick hastened out of the house and to the encampment.
"Come quickly, boys!" he said. "There's work for us ·to
do."
' The youths leaped up with .alacrity.
"What kind of work, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Some redcoats are robbing the home of a patriot, Bob.
They shot the man down, and his daughter just came running to the house."
"Whut's ther name?" asked Jim Bennett.
"Miller, I think. The girl's name is Mary."
"I know 'em!"
"~ood ! Then you can guide us to their house."
"Yas; et's erbout er mile northwest frum heer."
"Come, boys," said Dick.
They set out at once.
Dick ran up the steps and to the door, and asked Mrs.
Mottes how the girl was.
"She's feeling better now, though she is nearly heartbroken over the death of her father."
"Naturally. Well, we will go and see ff we can capture
the i·edcoats, or kill some of them."
"I hope you may succeed!" said Rebecca Mottes, almost
fiercely. "It is terrible, that they can go to a peaceful home
that way, and shoot down its owner and plunder it at will."
"So it is."
Then Dick hastened away and was soon at the head of
his party of Liberty Boys, and with Jim beside him, as
guide.
When they ·reached the home of the Millers, the redcoats were still there. They caught sight of the approaching Liberty Boys, and ran into the house and shut the door.
It was a strong log house, and it would be no easy task
to break into it.
Dick ordered the youths to surround the house, and this
was done.

.5

had a talk with Bob as to how they should

"It will do no good to stand at a distance and fire at the
building, Dick," said Bob.
"That's right."
"And it would ' be foolish for us to charge up to the
building, for they would shoot us down like sheep."
"True."
"Th~-what is to be done?"
"That is the question."
They stared at the cabin, and thought hard, but to no
avail.
"If we could manage to get the redcoats to come out, we
would be all right," said Bob presently.
"Yes; but how can we do that?"
"I don't know."
"I guess it can't be done."
"Likely not."
"When night comes we may be able to slip up close and
break the door down and get at the redcoats."
"So we may."
This would be a long wait, however, and the Liberty
Boys were eager to get at the enemy sooner.
There did not seem to be any other way than that they
would have to wait till nightfall, however, and so the
youths made themselves as comfortable as possible.
"You might demand that they surrender, Dick,'' said Bob.
"Yes, I might do that; but I don't suppose that it would
do any good."
Dick drew a white handkerchief from his pocket, and,
holding it up in front of him, made his way toward the
house. When he was about halfway there the door opened
and a British lieutenant appeared on the threshold.
"Wha.t do you want?" the lieutenant asked.
"I have come to demand that you surrender."
The lieutenant laughed scornfully.
"Surrender? Not II" he cried.
"You had better!"
"Why so?"
"Because by doing so iY'OU will save the lives of a number
of your men."
"Bah! If you attack us you will lose more men than
we will."
"Oh, no; we are not going to attack you in broad daylight and give you a chance to shoot us down, but will
wait till it is dark, and we can slip up unseen and break
the door in, when we will have you at our mercy."
"I don't see that you would have us at your mercy. We
could do you as much damage as you could do us."
"I don't think so, but of course you have a right to your
opinion."
"Yes, so I have."
"And· you refuse to surrender?"
"I do."
"Very well; that settles it, then."
Dick turned and made his way back to where his comrades were, and the lieutenant stepped back into the house
and closed the door.
"He refuses to surrender, eh, Dick?" said Bob.
"Yes."
"Well, then, we'll wait till nightfall and get after them
in earnest."
"So we will."
Presently Dick told Bob to look after things there.
"I'm going to the house tp see how Mary Miller is,'' he
said.
"A right, Dick," from Bob.
Dick was not long in reaching the Mottes farmhouse, and
he was met at the steps by Mrs. 'fi!._ottes and the girl.
"Oh, slr, did you-find-the body of my-father?" the girl
asked.
"Yes, Miss Mary," gently. "What do you want done with
it?"
"I want that it shall be buried beside the body of my
mother, in the little lot' back of the house, sir."
"It shall be done, just as soon as we get through with
the British.
"You haven't captured them yet, then?" asked Mrs.
Mottes.
Dick shook his head.
"I see; but might they not be forced to come forth?"
"We tried to think of a way, but could not."
"Set fire to thi:i building."'
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"It would be almost certain death for any one who
try to get to the house and set the fire," he said.
'Don't· send any one, then."
Di"k looked surprised.
"How could the fire be set, otherwise?" he asked.
"With fire arrows."
Dick sta1ted..
"That might do," he said; "but we have no bow or arrows."
"I have," was the prompt reply. "I'll bring them d'ut."
She hastened into the house, leaving Dick and the girl
•
together.
"Perhaps you may not like to have your house burned,
even for the sake of making- it possible for us to get at tlle
redcoats, Misio Mary," said Dick inquiringly.
"Oh, yes, set it on fire, sir! I may be wrong in feeling
that way, but I long for revenge on the men ·who killed
my father, and as for the house, I will not live there any
more. I am going to live v"ith Mrs. Mottes."
Mrs. Mottes emerged at this moment, carrying several
bows and a number of arrows. Also some pieces of cloth,
and a small pail of lard.
"We will wrap cloth al'Ound the arrows, saturate them
with lard, and set fire to them," she said, "and then they
can be fired into the roof of the house, and will set the
clapboards on fire."
"Just so," agreed Dick; "but you said 'we.' Are you going along?"
"Yes; I will attend to the work of fixing the arrows.''
"I'm going along, too," said Mary Miller. "I will stay
beside the body of my poor dead father.''
"Very well, Mary, if you feel strong enough," said .l\'Irs.
Mottes.
"I du."
The three then set out, and fifteen minute~ later they
·
reached the point where the Liberty Boys were.
The youths were surprised to see Mrs. Mottes and the
girl, but were pleased when told of the plan to set fire to
the house and force the British to come out.
Dick told Harry Thurber to show Mary Miller where
the body of her father lay, and the youth did so. He was
a handsome, manly fellow, and he took an instantaneous
liking to Mary, who was reall ~· a pretty gM, though pale
now, as a result of her sorrow because of the death of her
father.
Mary kndt down beside her father's body anr1 wept, and
· Harry quietly withdrew, and rejoined his comrades.
Mrs. Mottes was already at work fixing the an-ows, and
presently she had a !JUmber ready. A little fire had been
started, to light the arrows at.
Dick, Bob and Mark took up the bows, and Dick said:
"Bob, you and Mark will aid me at firing. I don't want
to do all of it."
"Why, you can &hoot as straight as we can," said Bob.
_,,
"Yes," said Mark.
But Dick. said that it didn't matter; they would all three
fire. Then he told Mrs. l\I ottes to set fire to an an·ow.
She did so, an<l Dick fired it at the building, and the
anow struck in the roof.
At the same moment the Liberty Boys opened fire on
the house. Between the fire on the roof and the bullets
through the cr:acks in the side of th!! building, they would
make it hot indeed for the redcoats.
As fast as Dick and l•is two friend s fired the burning arrows, Mrs. Mottes supplied them with fresh ones.
The missiles Ret fire to the bnildinl?,', and the 'desperate
Englishmen inside now began to shoot back through the windows.
mi~ht

l

CHAPTER VI.

A HARD BLOW FOR THE REDCOATS.

"You had better get away from here, Mrs. Mottes," said
Dick. "Some of those bullets .may hit you, as they are
no respecter of persons."
"I'll go and join Mary, as that will take me out of range,"
was the quiet reply. Mrs. Motte2 was indeed a brave woman;
she did not seem to be the least bit afraid.
"That's right; that will be the plac.$! for you," said Dick,
"and you may do Mary some good by being with her."
"Yes," and then the woman made her way to where
Mary knelt beside the still fonn of her father.
The Liberty Boys, pistols ia hands, waited eagerly for
the redcoats to clash forth from the house.

--------

The roof was blazing fiercely, and it was evident that the
house would be burned to the ground before very long.
"If those fellows in there had any sense, they would surrender," said Bob.
"Perhaps they will do so," said Dick.
They held their fire, for they felt that it was a waste
of ammunition to shoot at the walls of the house.
"All we have to do is to wait a while," said Dick. "Then
we will hav~ a chance to s}'loct at the men t. emselves, and
that will beat shooting at the walls."
"You are right," said Bob.
The roof burned briskly, and it \\·as evident that it would
fall in before much longer. .
As Dick spoke the door of the house. ca1;1e open, and out
rushed a humber of redcoats, and they dashed away at the
to:p, of their speed, firing their nistols as they did so.
'Give it to them!" yelled Dick.
The Liberty Boys obeyed.
They fired rapidly, and with terrible effect, for out of
about thirty only half a dozen redcoats p,ot away.
The Liberty Boys buried th e dead redcoats in the edge
of the timber, and then came the sad task of burying Mary's
father.
{f e was laid to rest beside the form of his wife, in a
little lot back of the house.
It was lucky that Mrs. Mottes was there to comfort Mary,
for the poor girl carp.e very near breaking down. She
managed to keep from doinp. so, however, and when the
sad affair was ended the Liberty Boys took up the six
wounded redcoats and carried them to Mrs. Mottes' home,
where they were placed in a vacant room and their wol)nds
dressed.
The Liberty Boys were well satislied with their work.
They :had struck the redcoats a pretty hard blow.
"I am sorrv that the British have lear:-ied of our presence, though.'" said Dick. "They may attempt to burn
Mrs. Mottes' house."
"We will give them a g1•eat fi ght if they do it," said Bob.
"Those who escaped have reached the fort before this,"
said Mark Morrison.
"Well, we'll be ready for whatever comes up," said Dick.
When the six redcoats wl10 had escaned from the Liberty Boys· arrived at th~ fo1·t and repo11;ed that they had
been surrounded in a house, and that more than a score of
their comrades had been killed and wounded, the excitement ran high among the British soldiers.
"How many were there of the rebels 7" asked Captain
McPherson.
"There must have been at least a hundred," was the reply.
"I wonder who they are, and where they came from?"
The soldiers shook their heads.
"I don't know," said one.
"I noticed one . thing," said another, "and that was, that
the fellow who dem anded that we surrender was a young
fellow, not more than twenty, I should say.''
"All that I got sight of were young-looking chaps," said
another.
Captain McPherson looked t11oughtfully at the floor.
"I heard, not long ago, that that company of young fellows who have created such a furor in the North-the Liberty Boys, they call themselves-are in the South," he said
slowly, "and there is a chance that these fellows may be
.
the Liberty Boys.''
· "That is possible," agreed one of the soldiers.
1.'hen the captain made inquiries regarding the affair, and
the soldiers · told how they had been for('ed to flee from
the house, which had been set on fire by , fire arrows.
.
"Well, these rebels must be looked after."
"It will take a strong force to get the better of them,
Captain McPherson."
"I suppose so; but the first thing to do is to get them lo-·
cated."
"You are right; but they cannot be very far from here.''
"No, they must be encamped somewhere in the vicinity.''
"You will send out scout.2, I suppose?"
"Yes, and at once."
Captain McPherson summoned a couple of soldiers who
were expe1•t a~ scouting and spying.
"A party of my men was attacked, at a fannhouse a few
miles northwest from here by a force of rebels. I suppose
you know about it.''
"Yes," they said.
"Well, I want that you shall go and find where th ~ 00
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rebels are encamped, and then I want that you shall bring
me the news as J>romptly as possible."
"Very well, sir, said one.
"Find out, as nearly as possible, how many there are of
the rebels, and ali about them."
"Yes."
The captain gave a few more instructions, and then the
·
two took their departure.
• They were gone till about ten o'clock at night, and then
both got back, at practically the same time.
They went to the captain's quarters, and found him still
up. He greeted them eagerly.
"Well?" he queried.
One nodd ed to the other, and said:
"You make the report."
"We found the encampment of the rebels, captain," this
one said.
"Good! Where is it?"
"Right beside the Widow Mottes' farmhouse."
"Well, we won't have far to go to get at them, anyway."
"No."
"How many of them are there?"
"About one hundred."
The captain looked thoughtfully at the floor for a few
moments, and then said:
::Are the rebels mostly young fellows?"
Yes." was the replv. "I don't believe there is one among
them that is more than twenty-one years old."
Captain McPherson looked sober.
"I'll wager anything that they are the Liberty Boys!"
he exclaimed. "And if such is the case, it will be extremely
dangerous to go up tl ere and attack them."
"That's right," nodded one of the men. "I have heard
of those chaps, and if the half that is told regarding them
is true, then they are certainly dangerolls fellows."
'.'We will have. to go slow," said the captain. "I don't
thmk that I shall order an attack made on them right
·
.
.
away."
"It will likely pay to go slow," the two agreed.
"Their position is rather a strong one, anyway, isn't it?"
.
"Yes, pretty strong."
"I will wait," the captain declared. "I shall not be in
any hurry to get after them."

CHAPTER VII.
TllE LIBERTY BOYS CAPTURE A WAGON TRAIN.

Dick Slater ann the Liberty Boys expected an attack from
the redcoats, but it did not materialize that day, nor that
night. Nor did the youths see any signs of redcoats the
next day.
Dick kept scouts out, but they reported that they had
not seen a single British soldier.
Dick was surprised.
"I don't understand it," he told Bob.
. "Nor I," was the reply. "I would have thought that
they would have been wild to get after us, after the blow
we struck that party of soldiers."
"That's what I thought."
"It looks kind of suspicious, don't you think?"
'>I do."
"Looks to me' as if they were up to some kind of a trick."
"Yes.''
"I wonder what it can be?"
"Hard telling."
"Likely they are going to try to throw us off our guard,
and then make a sudden attack and take us by surprise."
"Perhaps so."
"We will have to be on our guard."
"You're right, we will."
Dick had sent out scouts to watch for the coming of
Marion and Lee, and about the middle of the afternoon one
of these scouts came riding into the encampment at a gallop.
It was plain that he was the bearer of important news,
and Did< hastened to him.
"'What is it, Ben?" he asked. "Are Marion and Lee coming?"
Ben Spurlock shook his head.
"No," he said. "It isn't that."
"What is it. then?"

"A proyision .and ammunition train, consisting of four
wagons, is commg up from the southward. It is from
Charleston, likely, and is probably bound for Camden."
"Likely. How strong an escort has it?"
"About fifty troopers."
"How far away is it?"
"It is now about twelve miles south from Fort Mottes."
"We must capture that train!" cried Dick.
~I thought you would want to do so," said Ben, "and
so I came to you as quickly as my horse could gallop with
the news."
"That was right. Well, we will get ready and start at
once."
Dick gave the order, and the Liberty Boys hastily bridlerl
and saddlt:d. their horses, and mounted and rode away, Dick
first explammg matters to Mrs. Mottes, and telling her that
they would be back some time that night.
"Very well," she said.
The Liberty Boys"rode west a mile, and then turned south.
On they went at a gallop till they had gone about five miles,
and then they turned and rode east.
When they came to the main road, running parallel to the
•
river, they stopped.
"The wagon train will come along here, won't it, Ben?~
remarked Dick.
"Yes."
"Very well; this is as good a place as we can find for
the hold-up of the train."
"I think so," agreed Bob.
They all dismounted, and led their horses into the timber and tied them to trees.
Then they went back to the road and took up pbsitions
behind trees, and waited for the coming of the wagon train.
They did not have to wait long; perhaps half an hour
had elapsed when the advance guard of about twenty troopers appeared in sight.
"They're coming!" cried Bob.
"Yes," . said Dick. "Get ready for work, boys."
The Li~rty Boys were stretched along the road a distance of nearly a quarter of a mile, and they had been instructed to not let any of the trgopers get past them if
they could help it.
"We must not let them get to Fort Mottes and warn the
soldiers there," said Dick.
"That's so," agreed Bob. "If some of them got past us
and went on to the fort, the garrison would turn out and
head us off, and we would lose the provisions and ammunition, after all, likely."
So they got ready to stop the advance guard of troopers.
When the British were within one hundred yards of the
end of the line of Liberty Boys, the youths opened fire.
They dropped about a dozen of the redcoats, and the
other& turned and rode back at a gallop, shouting to their
comrades, and to the drivers of the teams, to turn around
and go back.
The teamsters could not turn their horses around in the
narrow road, howe'i'er, and so they did not try.
The troopers fired a volley or two in return for those
fired at them by the young Continentals, and then those
that were able to sit in the saddles turned and dashed away
down the road.
The Liberty Boys had captured the wagon train.
The drivers or the four teams leaped down and took to
the timber, and the Liberty BoyS loaded the wounded into
the wagons, and leaving the dead lying for their comrades
to look after, they set out up the road to where the road
led away toward the west.
The wagon train was quite an important capture, as there
was a large quantity of provisions and ammunition in it,
and the young Continentals were eager to get back to their
encampment without being headed off. They believed that
once there they would be able to hold their own again~t
the British, even i:( the entire garrison came against them.
They succeeded :!n reaching the Mottes farmhouse about
ten o'clock, and went into camp.
The wounded redcoats were carried :Into the house, and
their wounds were dressed. Three of the Liberty Boys were
wounded, but not seriously.
Dick ordered that a double line of sentinels be stationed,
.
Mtd this was done.
The night passed without the troopers putting in an appearance. howev~I\
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CHAPTER VIII.
CAPTAIN M'PHERSON IS AMAZED.

The troopers who had fled from the ' Liberty Boys stopped
when they had gone a mile or so, and held :i council.
They were greatly excited and angry.
They had not so much as suspected that ~11ere was an
enemy within ffty miles of them, and then to be fired upon
so suddenlv was indeed terrible.
They waited half· an hour, and then rode slowly back
toward the scene of the encounter.
.
They stopped when they had gone about three-quarters of
a mile, and one dismounted and entered the timber and
made his way cautiously along, till he ·was' where he could,
see the scene of the recent . encounter.
The wagons were not there; nor were any of the "rebels"
to be seen .
.
·
HP, hastened back and made his report, and all rode forward.
They dismounted and looked about them. There were,
they found on counting, fourteen of their comrades lying
there dead. Seven more were missing. These the Liberty
Boys had taken away in the wagons.
"We must bury our comrades," said the leader of the redcoats, a lieutenant.
"Where are the spades to di~ with?" asked a soldier.
"There is a farmhouse back about a mile; go and get a
spade."
·"We can't do much with only one spade."
"Yes ; here is a little r.:u llY.. We can pile our dead comrades in there, and it will 11 ot be such a great amount of
work to cover them over."
"That's so."
Then the soldier leaped into the saddle and rode away
at a gallop.
·
He was back in abou~ twenty minutes, and brought a
1
spade.
The dead bodies had been piled in the gully, and now the
soldiers went to work and covered them over.
This done, they mounted their horses and rode in the direction of Fort Mottes.
They reached there shortly after nightfall, and their
lf';i.cl;r, the lieutenant, went at once to Captain McP,b.erson.
When he told the f;tory of the attack on the wagon train
by the party of rebels, Captain McPherson listened with
amazement.
"W.ell, if that wasn't a daring niece of work, then I don't
know anything about it," he cried.
"It certainly was," the lieutenant acquiesced.
"And the rebels killed fourteen of our men, did you say?"
"Yes."
"And seven are missing?"
"Just so."
"A loss of twenty-one. Nearly half your force."
"Yes; but there must have been at least one hund,red of
the fl'ebels, sir."
"'There were that many; I know; because I have a ·very
good idea who did the work."
"You do?"
"Yes."
"Who were the y, then?"
"A company of young- rebels from the North. They are
known as the Liberty Boys."
.
"I've heard of them; but I didn't know they were down
here." .•
"Yes; they are ehcamped a mile north from here now."
"Then why not go up and try to capture or scatter them?"
"Because they are very dangerous men to fool with."
"But you have three hundred men, haven't you?"
"Yes, and"-si~nificantl y-"I want to keep them, too."
::Are they so dangerous as all that--those Liberty Boys?"
I think ~hey are."
"Well, their exploit of this afternoon, in attacking us
and cantu.r:i,n g the Waf?,"on ti·~ in, proves that they a re dangerous fellows, sure enpugh."
"Still, I may ilecide fo have a try at them," said the captain soberly. "It doesn't seem just the thing to let one
hundred rebels do about as they please, when we have
three times their number of men."
"You are right. Myself and men are at your service."
"Very good. I will think it over to-night, and decide
to-morrow."

They talked a while longer, and then the lieutenant went
to a room that had been assigned to him, and went to
bed and to sleep.
The captain went to bed, but did not so soon get to .slee:p.
He was thinking about the Liberty Boys, and wondermg if
it would pay him to make an attack on them.
·
"I am afraid that it would result in my losing a large
number of n~y men," was his thought. "{\.nd then, if Marion
and Lee should show up in this vicinity, I would not have1
.
much chance against them."
He went to sleep at last, with the question still undecided in his mind.
At breakfast next morning he discussed the matter again
with the lieutenant, and still he was undecided what to do.
"I'm afraid that Marion and Lee might put in an appearance here while we are up making the attack on the Liberty Boys," he said. "And then where would we be if we
found the enemy occupying our fort when we came back?"
"We would be without any place to go, I guess," was the
reply.
"That's right; and I am a bit afraid to i·isk it."
"Leave a portion of the garrison here."
"Then I wouldn't have a force strong enough to make
any headway against the rebels.''
"That's so.''
"~nd the force left behind would be inadequate to hold
the fort, if Marion and Lee came.''
"True again."
"I'll think about it some more.''
"Very well. I will stay 'here till you decide one way or
the other."
"I shall be glad to . have you do so.'' ·
"If you fear an attack by Marion and Lee at an early
date, we will stay till then, and help you hold the fort
against them.''
"Thank you. That will be kind of you."
CHAPTER IX.
THE FIGHT AT BERWICK.

"Well, we may look for an attack by the redcoats today, Dick, I reckon.''
"Likely, Bob.''
It was the morning after the capture of the wagon-train,
and Dick and Bob stood at the edge of the encampment,
looking toward the south.
"The troopers that escaped are no doubt at the fort, old
fellow.''
.
"No doubt regarding it; they would naturally go there."
"And I'm willing to wager they are an angry lot of r edcoats.''
"Yes."
All the Liberty Boys looked for an attack hy the ' redcoats, but it did not materialize, much to their surprise.
·
They could not understand it.
Dick and Bob discussed the matter that evening, and
the former said:
"I am going to try to find out why the redcoats have
not made an attack, Bob.''
I
"What are you going to do?"
"I'm going down to the fort to reconnoiter."
"Better stay away.''
"But I want to know what it means-this holding off from
making an attack."
•
"Wait, and time will explain all, likely.''
"I don't like to wait."
"Oh, all right; go ahead, then. You're the one to decide.''
"'i\T ell, I'll be careful.''
"See to it that you are."
"I will. You keep close watch over affairs here."
"All right."
"I'll be back before midnight."
Then Dick set out. ·
He w·a lked southward till within a quarter of a mile of
the fort, and then he stopped and took a sun1ey of the
sunoundings, so far as he could, it being prett y dark.
Feeling sure that there was no one iwar, he stole still
nearer.
He approached near enough, so that he could hear the
measured tread of the sentinels, and then he came to a stop.
He did not dare venture closer.
He was not satisfied, however, for he was not in a position to learn anything.
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One, two hours passed, and th~·n Dick heard the gate in
The citizens thanked the Liberty Boys for driving the
the stockade wa l open, and a little later he heard the redcoats away.
sound of tramp] ng f eet.
"We were glad that we were able to be of service to
"The soldiers are coming out'!" was his mental exclama- you,'' said Dick tv the spokesman of the party that had
tion. "I guess they are going to make an attack on my gathered near them. "By the way, if you have water
Liberty Boys, after all.'.'
handy, and pails, I believe that we can put out that fire."
. But instead of going towai J the north, the British sol"There's a well here " " th plenty of water in it," was the
diers wei:it west.
reply, "and we have plenty of pails also. Perhaps we may
What could it mean ?
be able to put the fire out, as you say."
Dick stole along, as close behind the redcoats as he
A few minutes later the Liberty Boys and citizens were
dared go. hoping to hear some scraps of conversation that hard at work fighting the fire, and after half an hour of
would enlighten him regarding the destination of the sol- strenuous work succeeded in extinguishing the flames.
·
diers.
Then the wounded redcoats were carried into one of
Presently he heard one give utterance to the word "Ber- the houses and their injuries were attended to.
wick."
There were four dead redcoats, and the citizens told
Dick was not very familiar with this part of the country, Dick that they would bury these.
but he had heard Jim Bennett speak of.· a village 1 amed
"Thank Y.OU," said Dick. "That will suit us, for we are
Berwick. It was, so Jim said, about six miles southwest in something of a hurry to get back to our encampment."
from where the Liberty Boys were encamped.
An hour later they were back at the encampment, and
Dick at once leaped to the conclusion that this party of they found everything quiet there.
redcoats was going to Berwick.
-·"
Those who had remained behind were eager to hear the
"Likely they are going there to get provisions," was his story of the encounter with the redcoats at Berwick, and
decision. "Probably the four wagonloads of provisions we they were greatly pleased when told that the redcoats had
captured were intended for the soldiers in Fort Mottes, been completely routed, and that a number had been killed
after all."
and wounded.
There were about fifty of the ·redcoats, and Dick thought
what a good idea it would be if the Liberty Boys , could
kill or capture a goodly number of the soldiers.
"If we could do that, and can keep on thinning the garri1>on out," he thought, "then, when Marion and Lee get
UP THE CHIMNEY.
here, we will be able to capture the fort, I am certain."
He ha'd no doubt but what the British were indeed bound
"I wish Marion and Lee would show
for the little village of Berwick, and so he turned and has"So do I, Bob."
tened away in ~he direction of the Liberty Boys' encamp"You think they will come from this direc·
ment.
.
.
"Yes."
/
.
When Dick appeared m ~he encampment in such haste,
"Well, we'll stay here a while and look for them, then."
th~ you~hs leape~ u.f hurriedly.?"
.
Dick and Bob were about four miles southwest of Fort
,.Whats ll;P, Dick. R~1coats. cried Bob.
Mottes on a reconnoitering expedition. They hoped to find
"Not commg here, Bob.;,,
\Iarion or Lee, 01• both.
·
. ,,
They were seated on a high knoll, from which place
,.Where are they, then·
of about fifty has gone to Berwick.
hey could
see for several miles in a south and westerly
A par1;y that?"
"Where's
L.
•
"Ab
t
'
·
·1
th
t
f
h
"
'd
J'
B
tt
direction.
1m enne . .
They sat with their backs against ll- tree, and tl~i'r horses
" ou six mi es so1:1 wes rum ?•~re, s.ai
What are they gomg there for. queried Mark Morn- • ere grazing near.
·
son.
The youths gazed out over the lower country for a few
"I don't know.''
minutes and then Bob said:
"Well, we will go and see what they are doing, eh,
"We ~ill surely be able to capture the fort after Marion
Dick?" from Bob.
.
and Lee get here, Dick."
''.Yes; we will go there and kill or capture a numb~r of
"Yes, I think so."
them, at any rate, if not all of them."
"Well I wish they would hurry."
.Then he ordered that the Liberty Boys get ready for the
"Oh, ye do, do ye?"
.
.
trip.
·
As the words broke upon the hearing of the two Liberty
"Are all of us to go, Dick?" asked Bob.
Boys, about a .dozen rough-looki~g men rushed around from
"Yes."
behind the tree and leveled pistols· at themr
"And leave the encampment unguarded?"
The two stared in amazement, for they were taken wholly
Dick pondered a few moments.
by surprise.
.
"I don't think there is the least danger that the redcoats
"Who are you?" exclaimed Dick.
will come here while we are gone," he said. "But I guess
"Et don' matter who we air. Up with yer han's!"
that, after all, it will be best to leave a portion of our
Up went their hands.
force here."
"Thar; thet's ther way ter do,'' said the .leader, with
"I think so myself," said Bob, "and fifty of us ought to grim satisfaction. Then to his men he said:
be able to handle fifty of the redcoats."
"A couple uv ye bin' theer han's."
· "True."
This was done. Dick and Bob did not offer to resist,
So fifty of the Liberty Boys remained in the encamp-- as they realized that it would be foolhardy to do so.
ment, while the other fifty mounted their horses and set
"What are you going to do with us?" asked Dick.
out. Jim Bennett, as being familiar with the road to Be~
"Ye'll fin' out quick enuff."
.
The party made its way tlirough the timber a distance
wick, took the lead as guide.
The Libe~1;y Boys rode ·as rapidly as possible, and were of a mile, and then came to a stop at a point where a
at their dostination in less than an hour.
good-s~ted log cabin stood against a bluff.
The youths were conducted into the cabin, and their horses
The- redcoats were there, and were at work. They had were confined in a lean-to at one end of the building.
set fire to one house, and by 'the light of this fii:e were
The leader of the party confronted the two, and asked
pillaging a number of the other residences.
sternly:
The sight rendered the Liberty Boys angry, and they
"Who air ye fellers?"
dashed into the village and straight toward the redcoats
The youths had on suits of citizen's clothing, and so
at a gallop.
/
Dick answered promptly:
.
As soon as they were within range they opened fire with
"We are a couple of travelers bound for Georgia."
their ~uskets.
The man shook his head.
They dropped a number of the redcoats, and tne others
"Thet won' do," he said. "Ye air rebel scouts, ·thet's whut
took to their heels, after firing a scattering volley at the ye air!"
·
Liberty Boys.
"If you knew, why did you ask?"
The young Continentals pursued the redcoats a short dis"I jest wanted ter see whut ye would say."
tance, but the latter scattered and got out of the ~~
"Humph!" grunted Bob.
the darkness, and the youths rode back into the
"What are you &'Oi~ to do with us?" asked Dick.
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"Goin' ter leeve ye here fur erwhile."
ten about halfway to the top when they hei;rrd the sound
"How long? All day?"
of footsteps a.'1d voices outside the cabin.
"Mebby so; mebby not."
The Tori es were returning!
Then they left the cabin, and closed and fastened the
"Hurry, Bcb !" whispe1·e<l Dick. "We must not fail now·!"
door.
Up the~· went, and just . as Bob reached th~ top they
"Well, we are in a fix, sure enough!" growled Bob.
heard the door op('n, followed by an exclam:i.tlo!!:
Dick nodded gloomily.
_
"\V'y, they're gone! "
"Yes; but maybe we may be able to make our escape."
"I don't see how."
"If we could get our hands free we might be able to get
CHAPTER XI.
the door open and get away." /
,
"But getting them free is the difficulty. Mine are tied
THE "SWAMP ~ox' APPEARS.
as. tight as can be."
Bob found that the top cf the chimney y;as almost even
"So are mine."
with the top of the bluff, so it was easy to climb out upon
· They strained and tugged and were unable to loosen their the ground.
bonds.
He quickly did so, and Dick followed suit.
"I guess we'll have to give it up," said Bob.
Ju~t as Dick pulled his feet clear of the chimney there
"I guess so."
sounded a loud report, and a bullet chipped a piece off the
They sat down and talked the sitUation over.
heel of the youth's shoe.
This did no good, but it was all they could do, and it
"Jove, that was a close call!" exclaimed Bob.
helped to pass away the time.
"Yes, and we are not out of the woods yet."
"I suppose those fellows that captured us are Tories, eh,
"Let's get away _in a hurry."
Dick?" remarked Bob, after a pause.
"And leave the horses?"
"Yes, Bob."
"We'll have to, for the present, at least."
"Then the chances are- that they will take us to Fort
So they daited away, and ran along the top of the bluff.
Mottes antl turn us over to the British there."
They heard the sound of excited voices below, and caught
"Possibly."
sight of the Tories running up the bluff at a point where
Presently Dick got up and began walking about the it was not so steep.
room. He paused at the door, and eyed it closely.
"They're after us!" cried Bob.
"I thought that possibly we might kick the door down,"
"Yes; well, I'm glad of it. We'll lead them a chase, and
he said. "But I guess we won't be able to do that. It is then try and double around them and get back to the cabin
too strong."
and get our horses."
Bob came over and took a look at the door.
"That's a gocd idea."
"You are right," he agreed. "It opens inward, and itj They led their pursuers a merry cha1:1e for at least half
would be impossible to kick it open."
a mile, and then they turned to the right, made a detour,
Bob sat down again, but Dick walked slowly about the and headed back toward the cabin.
room.
They reached it presently, and quickly bridled anJ sadSuddenly he gav~ utterance to an exclamation.
dled their horses and led them out of the lean-to and set
"What is it?" queried Bob.
out thr~ugh the timber.
"Here is a knife sticking in a crack. I will hold it in
They walked and led the animals, as there was no road,
my hands, and you can cut your bonds, and then you· carr and they could make better headway afoot than in the saclcut mine."
dle.
"That's so."
.
Presently they heard the sound of voices behind them,
Dick tti:r;ned his back and drew the knife out of th~ and knew that they were being pursued.
.
crack. Then he turned his back to Bob, who backed up
"If we can reach th.e road befo~e t~,ey 11;et 1~ musket-shot
to his comrade, and after a few minutes' work managed to distance of us we will be all nght, said Dick.
get his bonds cut.
"Yes, I . think we can do it."
.
It was the work of but a few moments then to free Dick.
They did reach the road before the Tones could get
"Now we can do someth'ng," said Dick.
within range of them, and mounting, rode away toward
"I'm not so sure about it," said Bob. "Tlie door may the south. They were not yet ready to retu1'll to t~e enbe fastened so tightly that we can't get it open, even with 1Campment, for they wanted to watch for the commg. of
our hands free."
Manol'_l and Lee, and they rode onward a couple of miles
''We'll soon find out. Come."
an~! disn~ount~d.
.
'I'hey .advanced to the door and pulled with all their
I. don t thmk t~ey will follow us, Dick," said Bob, remight, but were unable to break the fastenings.
fe~7·mg to the Tones.
.
"I guess we're here to stay, after all, Dick," said Bob, in
I ,,guess not; but we will keep a lookout back up the
a voice of disappointment.
ro~dy.
d
t ,,
"It l 00 k th t
,"
es, we can o t 1ia .
~
a wa) ·
.
.
They kept a lookout in both directions, and at last they
They tried the door agam,_ but ~ould not get i~ open, and saw some horsemen approaching from the southward.
then they Slit down, and looked disconsolately arnun~ them.
"There comes Marion or Lee!" cried Dick .
. The;re was no :v.ndow, so .there was ~O, chan~e m that
"Perhaps it- is both, Dick."
directi~n, and while th~ !J-001 was of earti;, the1.e was. no
"No, I don't think it is a strong enough force."
spad.e m the house, and 1t would be practically impossible
Bob happened to glance back up the road.
to dig under the wall.
"And . here come the Tories!" he cried.
I~ seemed that they were doomed to stay there till the
"Into the saddle, Bob!" cried Dick.
Tones returned and took them away.
.
They leaped on their horses and galloped toward the
Suddenly, however, Bob uttered an exclamation.
party of approaching horsemen.
"The chimney!" he cried. "Perhaps we may be able · to
The Tories seeing· doubtless that it was useless to try
clim_b out through it."
.
•
to catch thelr intended victim~, stopped and turned back.
pick ;eaped up and sa1~:
Doubtless, they saw the other force.
Thats a p:o_od sur;;gestion, Bob. Likely we can climb
As Dick and Bob drew nearer to the approaching horsethrongh the chimney.
men, they saw that the force numbered about eighty men.
They h~Rtened to the hearth, and stooped down and looked
At the head of the force rode a small, pale-faced man,
up the Wicle flue.
who called a halt as the youths brought their horses to a
The stones had been laid up roughly, and there were stop, and asked:
pl1mty of tr>e-holds.
"Who 'are you?"
!'It can be done!" cried Bob.
"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys, sir,"
"Yes; g-o ahead, Bob. I'll give you a boost."
replied Dick. "And this is my first lieutenant, Bob Esta"All right."
•
brook."
Dick boosted Bob up, and the youth _climbed up till he
The man started.
got a good footing, when he reached down and pulled Dick
"I have heard of you," he said, "and I am glad to make
up ~fter him.
your acquaintance. I am General Marion, and this is my
They climbed slowly and cautiously upward, and had l?ot- farce of vatriots."
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Dick and Bob shook hands with the famous "Swamp Fox,"
' and told him they were indeed glad to make bis acquaintance.
They had already sized up the patriot force, and noted
that it was made up of men and boys, dressed for the most
part in nondescript fashion, and with old-fashioned rifles
in their hands. They did not look like soldiers, but t}le two
Liberty Boys had no doubt 11llt what they could fight fiercely.
"Where are your Libb .f Boys, Captain Slater?" asked
Marion.
"They are in camp near Fort Mottes."
"Ahl Fort Mottes is the place we are headed for."
"So I supposed."
"Were you looking f or us?"
"Yes, General Marion, and for General Lee also."
"I saw Lee three days ago, and he promised to join me
at Fort Mottes in a few days."
They talked a while longer, and then Dick and Bob
turned their horses, and the force set out up the road.
"Keep your eyes open, everybody," said Dick. ''We were
pursued by about a dozen Tories, and they may be hidden
along the road here somewhere and fire on us."
All kept their eyes open, but they did not catch sight of
the Tories.
Two hours later the party arrived at the Rebecca Mottes
farn1house, where the Liberty Boys were encamped.
When the youths saw the party oj patriots with Dick
and Bob they wer e delighted, for they felt that it meant
that an attack would soon be made on Fort Mottes.
When t hey learned that this was only the force under
Gener al Marion, however, and that the attack would not
be made until after Lee and his force had arrived, which
might be for several days, the youths' spirits fell somewhat.
Gener al Marion's men went into camp and made themselves at home. There was plenty of provisions, and this
was a pleasing feature to them.
Dick and Bob and General Marion ate dinner at the same
table, and they discussed the matter of attacking the fort.
Dick explained matters as fully as possible, and General
Marion ·stated his belief that when Lee arrived they ·would
be able to capture the fort.
After dinner General Marion and Dick and Bob made
their way in the direction of the fort. The general wished'
to get a look at it.
They paused at a point from which they could get a good
view, and the general · took a long and careful survey of the
fort.
"They have a very strong position," General Marion re.
marked presently.
"Yes," said Dick. "So they have."
"Have they any artillery, do you know?"
"I cannot say, sir."
"If they have, they will be able to stand us off a while."
"Yes, and it is likely that they have one or two cannon,
at any rate."
"I hope they haven't."
"So do I."
"You say they have a trench dug around the fort, Captain Slater?"
"Yes, General Marion."
"And a wall just on the inner edge of the trench eh?"
'
"Yes, sir."
"That will make it difficult for us to get at them "
.
.
"So it will."
"Nevei1:heless, I think that we s~all bring the garrison
t~ terms m a reasonable length of time, after we start the
siege."
They were on the point of turning to retrace their steps
to the encampmen~ when they heard footsteps and voices,
and. they caught sight of a number of rough-looking men
commg toward them. The newcomers caught tsight of the
three a t the sam~ m oment, evidently, for they gave uttera nce to exclamations.
::That's the .gang that h ad us prisoners, Dick!" cried Bob.
You are right!"
. "Ch!lrge the scoundrels !" cried Gener al Marion, drawing his sword.
The th:·ce run straight t oward the newcomers a nd Dick
and ~ob drew ,!-heir p istols and fi red fo ur shots quickl y,
droppmg two 01 the men, and j!ausing the other s to turn
and flee.
"N_ow let us hasten to the encampment," said the general.
This was done, and a number of the Liberty Boys .and

11

~embers of t~e Swamp Fox's .band were met, they havmg come runmng forth on hearing t he shots.
They made a search for the party of Tories, but could
!lot fi~d an)'. of .them. The fellows had scattered and fled
m various directions, but would likely all head f or the fort.

CHAPTER XII.
STRIKING THE REDCOATS ANOTHER

~LOW.

The Tories did head for the fort, and arrived there
quicltly.
They m.ade known to the British who they were and
'
were admitted.
"Who did that firing?" asked Captain McPherson.
'"fhar ,riz three rebe~s, sir," replied the leader of the
They wuz lookm' toward the fort, an' when they
Tories.
seen us they ran toward us, shootin' --an' yellin'."
"And you ran?"
'
"Yaas; they dropped two uv our friends."
"Why didn't you seize them ? There were only three, you
say?"
"Thet's all.!'
"Well, y;ou are a brave. set, I must say!"
The Tones _looked sheepish. They realized that they had
shown the wh!te feather, ind.eed, in running from three men.
It was plam that Captam McPhers on did not think a
great deal of the prowess of the Tories.
He even hesitated when they offered their services to stay
in the fort; it was eyident that he thought they would not
be of much use to him.
Finally, however, he said:
"All right; I'll be glad to have you stay."
~en he .a:;ked them some questions, and finally evolved
the mformabop. t?-at another party of patriot soldiers had
come to the vicm1ty.
:'What kind of looking fellows were the men?" the captam asked.
"Oh, they wuz er mixed-up lot uv fellers men an' boys "
·
'
"Uniforms on?"
,
"No."
"What sort of looking man was the leader?"
"A kind of "little man, thin-faced-waal, I think one uv
ther three thet we met out yonder wuz him."
"That. was General Marion, then. H e is a small-like
•
man."
"Likely et wuz."
"Ue has !lot yet arri'\'ed, but as soon as he gets there
the rebels .will make an atta.ck on ~he fort, without doubt."
The Tones nodded, but -said nothmg; the captain seemed
to be talking to himself more than to them.
"You may go," he said.
. They went out and took up their quarters with the soldiers.•
Captain McPherson sent for one of his best scouts and
'
when the man appeared the officer said:
"I want you to go up and reconnoiter the patriot encampment, and see how strong a force they have now"
·
"Very well, sir."
"You will go at once?"
"At once, Captain McPherson.''
"Good! Away with you."
The scout took his departure at once.
He left the fort,, a11d made his way northward.
When he had gone perhaps half the distance he slack'
ened his pace and moved very slowly.
He did not know but there might be patriot scouts out
and it would be awkward to run up against one of the~
l
unexpectedly.
He proceeded onward until he came in sight of the pa·
triot encampment.
Stopping, he took up his posjtion behind a tree and took
a good look at the enemy's camp.
He made as careful an estimate as possible as to the
number of men, and decided that there were at least one
hundred and seventy-five of the patriots .
The scout did not dare venture any nearer in the daytime, and so after . r emaining at his post perhaps half an
hour, h e turned and stole away.
He was not long in getting back to the fo rt, and he went
at once and r eport ed to Captain McPherson.
"So. they have a hundred and seventy-five men, eh?", the
captain remarked.
"Yes."
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"Well, in all likelihood Lee will have close to one hundred men, so that will make their force about the same
strength as our own."
"We ought to hold out against them easily enough, then."
"It does look that way."
·
"Yes, we have all the advantage of position and the
pr otection of the fort."
/
"True; and that ought to count for a good deal."
"Yes, indeed."
·
Having made his report, the scout withdrew.
Meanwhile, up in the patriot encampment, General Marion, Dick and the soldiers were eagerly speculating on
when Lee and his force would get there.
All were eager for the force in question to arrive, so
that the siege of Fort l\fottes could be begun.
Scouts were despatched to watch for the coming of Lee.
They c3Jne back when evening arrived, and reported that
Lee's force was nowhere to be seen.
.
"Well, we'll have to wait as patiently as possible," said
~peral Mll;rion. "Lee will certainly be h ere in a few days."
I hope it won't be that long," said Bob Estabrook.
"Perhaps it may not; h e might get here to-morrow."
The night passed quietly.
N~xt, morning several of the Liberty Boys and some qf
Manon s men went out to look for Lee, and to reconnoiter.
They did not find Lee, but along toward evening they discovered a party of perhaps· twenty r edcoats moving through
the timber.
It was about two miles to the encampment, but Dick
sent one of the boys there in a hurry, with instructionS'
to come back as quickly as possible, and bring thirty or
forty of the Liberty Boys.
The other scouts followed the redcoats, and found them
at the home of a patriot named Tully-so Jim Bennett told
Dick, this youth being along.
Tully was pretty well-to-do. He had lots of stock, produce
and provisions, and evidently this foraging party of r edcoats intended to help themselves to whatever they found
that suited them.
·
Dick and the half-dozen youths with him remained at
a safe distance and watched the redcoats at their work.
They entered the house, drove the inmates out, and then
began bringing forth articles from the var ious rooms. Later
on they brought up provisions out of the cellar and meat
out of the smokehouse.
"I wish the boys would hurry and get. here!" hiurmured
Bob, who was always impatient and eager to get to work
when there was work to do.
'.'.fhh!p:i;~.ge here before very long, I judge," said Dick.
Fifteen minutes later the Liberty Boys put in an appearance. They were panting, as a result of their exertions in coming so far practically on the run.
"Here they are!" exclaimed Bob. "Now let's get after
the redcoats, Dick."
"All right. Forward, all!"
They moved forward on the run.
They ran on their tiptoes at first, so as to avoid making a noise, and when they were within musket-shot distance they opened fire.
, The redcoats were taken by surprise, for they had not
suspected this.
They fired a scattering volley, and then, the patriots
opening with their pistols, the British took to their heels.
"After them!" cried Dick.
"Yes, yes! After them!" cried Bob.
The Libe1ty Boys obeyed, and dashed after the fugitives;
but the British scattered, and the pursuit was abandoned.
Seven lay on the ground, however, four dead and three
wounded.
"Well, we dropped a few of them, anyhow," said Bob.
"Yes, and routed the rest and put a stop to their plundering,'' from Ben Spurlock.

to render aid to all patriots whenever and wherever possible."
"Well, I thank you just the same."
The Liberty Boys helped carry the furniture and other
articles that had been brought out by the redcoats back
into the house, and then they carried the three wounded
redcoats in and b'uried the four that were dead.
"Well, I guess we may ~s well go back now,'',, sai~ Dick.
"Yes, there is nothing further to be d_one .he~e , said B ob:
It was growing dark, and the patriot .mvited them to
stay and take supper.
"It's quite a distance to your encampment," he said,
"and you must be hungry. Stay, and we'll get you up t he·
best we have in the house."
"Let's stay, Dick," said Bob.
"Yah, dot is vat I haf sait," from Carl.
. ,
"Shure, an' Dootchy fa always afther :w.a nthm to be
arhound where dhere is innythin' to ate," said Patsy.
"Yell, you lige to ead yourselluys," said Carl.
.
"Thot's dhe trooth," acknowledged Patsy. .
"Th.an~ ;Y?U, Mr. Tully," said Die)':. "We W111 accept yo~r
kind mvitation, and take supper ·with you, but I am '.3-fraid
it will take the greater portion of your food supplies to
satisfy this crowd."
"I'll risk that," with a smile. "I'll go at once and put my
wife and daughter to work cooking supper. You boys make
yourselves at home."

"We'll sit here on the porch, Mr. Tull y."
"There's pl enty of room in the house."
"Yes, but it's cooler out her e."
"Very well; suit yourself."
l\fr. Tully hastened awav and gave o!·ders for supper, and
the Liberty Boys seated themselves on the porch.
'£hey had to wait only about an hour, and then supper was
announced.
They Vient into the bi g dining-room, and f ound tha~ s?ats
had been made for all, one long t able havmg been impro..
vis<?rl out of two or three short on es.
.
The meal was a good, subst antial one, '.ind the . L>h~ rt:
Boys enjoyed it immensely. They ate heartil y, and braP:;1;e<l
about the food so much that Mrs. Tully and her daught er
;vere greatly pleased.
'
When they had finished eating, Dick tha!1ked Mr; T ull y
for the meal, and the Liberty Boys took their depa rt ure.
They reached the encampment in due time, and found all
quiet there.
General Marion was glad to hear of the success that had
attended the attack on the party of redcoats.
"You did well, indeed," he said.
"Yes fairly well," agreed Dick.
"I wish Lee and his force were here," said Marion, arc,,/
a moment's pause.
· "So do I."
"Well, he may come to-morrow."
"Possibly; I hope so.''
Then Dick went back to the Liberty Boys' qua1ter s, and
lay down and went to sleep.
The patriots took it easy next day; Of. course, s outs
were sent out to watch for Lee and his fo rce, but the majority of the patriot soldiers . remained quietly in camp. ·
Lee and his force cl.id not put in an appearance.
That night pa~sed quietly, and next mornihg scouts were
sent out as usual.
Dick and Bob were among the number that went this t ime.
They made a detour, and got around Fort Mottes, and proceeded on a distance of about three miles. Here they paused,
and took up a position upon some hig~ ground from where
it was possible to see quite a distance. · '
"I wish. Lee would show up," said Bob.
"Getting eager to make the attack on Fort Mottes, eh 7"
"Yes."
"Well I'm with you In that."
"I beileve we could capture the fort with the fo rce we
already have.''
Dick shcfOk his head.
CHAPTER XIII.
"I'm not so sure of that," .he said.
"You doubt it, eh?"
GEN ERAL LEE APP EARS.
"Yes; they have a strong position, and I f~l tha t we will
Mr. Tull~· t hanke<l the LibPrty Boys fo r what they had have a hanl time cap1jUring the f o1t, even with the addition
done, and they told hi m that he was more ihan welcome. of one hundred men."
"Well, I'm eager to try."
"It is a pleaimre to us to get a cha nce at r edcoats," said
"So ain I."
Dick, "So no thanks are necessary: in fact, it is eup duty
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They were silent a few minutes, and gazed toward the
south.
Suddenly Bob leaped to his feet, and shaded his eyes with
his hand, and gazed eagerly for a few moments.
"I see a party, Dick,'' he cried. "And it isn't redcoats,
for their uniform isn't red."
l
l k'
Dick had leaped to his feet an d was 00 mg a so.
"I see them,'' he said.
·"I'll wager it is Lee and his men."
"I think it is likely, Bob."
"Well, the road runs near us, so we will stay here and
. see if we are right."
"Correct, old fellow."
It would take the force in question half an hour or more
to get to where Dick and Bob were, so they sat down again.
When nen.rly half an hour had passed they saw the force
·
coming out more than a quarter of a mile away.
The youths got up and went down the road, and when the
newcomers were nearly even with them, they stepped out
into view.
The leader of the party , was a fine-looking man, wearing
the uniform of a general. He called a halt, and looked at
the two youths wtih some interest.
"Well,'' he said, "who are you young gentlemen?"
d · B b E t
<-<
s a"My name is Dick .::ilater, and my comra e is 0
brook. We are the captain and lieutenant of a company of
patriot soldiers knovm as the Liberty Boys.
"Ah, Captain Slater and Lieutenant Estabrook, I am glad
to make your acquaintance. My name is Lee."
"We guessed as much," replied Dick. "We are glad to
know you, General Lee.''
"WhY, did you think I "."as General J_,ee ?"
"Because we were looking for you.
"You were?" in surprise.
"Yes."
"How is that?"
"I will tell you."
Then Dick explained about the arrival of General Marion
and his force at the Rebecca Mottes farmhouse, and how
they had been looking for Lee ever since Marion's arrival.
General Lee looked pleased.
"So General Marion is already on the ground, eh?" he
exclaimed.
"Yes."
"That is good."
Then he asked how far it was to the encampment, and
Dick told him.
After a little further conversation, the force again set
~mt with Dick and Bob in the lead as guides.
They arrived at the encampcent in due time, and there
was general rejoicing among the patriot soldiers because
they had 'got there.
"Now, we can make the attack on Fort Mottes," was the
cry.
Generals Marion and Lee were close friends, and were glad
th a ain
t0 b t
Tue/~~thebic~ siater sat down to hold a council of war.
Gene~·al Lee had a fo~ce of about ninety men, and this
mad a total of about two hundred and sixty-five.
h
. ..
.
. .
e
This force was s~ill rnfenor to tl_iat of-. the British, t ey
believed but they did not doubt their ability to capture the
garrison' sooner or later, either by starving them out or
forcing them to surrender.
They decided to wait until next day, at any rate, before
beginning the siege. This would give them time to get
everything in shape.
As Dick was familiar with the lay of the ground about
Fort Mottes, he was able to give them some valuable information.
Everything was taken into consideration and discussed at
·
length.
All their plans were matured, and when they got through
and had everything settled, Dick went to the Liberty Boys'
quarters.
They were eager to know what had been decided upon,
and Dick told them.
"So we are to make the attack in ihe morning, eh?"
cried Bob. "Hurrah!"
"Not the a t'.:nck, Bob, but the siege will be begun.''
"Ah, res! You are going to take it slow and sure, eh?"
"Yes."
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CHAPTER XIV.
THE SIEGE BEGINS.

Next morning the encampment was a busy place at an
early hour.
The patriot soldiers were getting ready to begin the
·
siege.
When they had made all their arrangements, the order
was given to advahce.
The soldiers obeyed at once.
They moved forward at a moderate pace, and presently
they were. within a quarter of a mile of the fort.
Here a halt was called, and then the patriot force proceeded to surround the fort.
They had finished this work, when they suddenly saw the
gate open at the front side, and just within its portals was
a field-piece.
This would never do. The cannon would create havoc,
if the patriots remained so close, and the order was given
for them t9 scatter and get out of range.
This was done, and none too soon, for suddenly the cannon
roared out loudly.
A cannon ball whistled toward the patriots, but missed
those nearest in range by only a f ew feet.
They continued to hasten away, and took up positions bchind trees, while the officers, Marion, Lee, and Dick Slate1·,
got together and talked of the situation.
What should they do?
e It would be a dangerous matter to get close to the fort,
while the cannon were ready for use, and there seemed to be
no chance of capturing the caniton.
Several plans were discussed, but without avail, for none
seemed to be practical.
It would not do to charge the fort, for there was the
trench, into which they would fall, and then there was the
barricade-wall, which would have to be surmounted.
At last they gave up the task of trying to decid upon a
plan, for the present, and instructed their men to remain at
a safe distance and rest upon their arms.
"We may have to starve them into surrendering, afitr
all,'' said General Marion.
"It is possible," agreed Lee.
"If they• have a good supply of provisions that will take
time,'' said Dick.
"So it will; but we will have to exercise care, in ordc1·
to keep from losing a goodly number of our men.''
"True.''
All day the soldiers remained there, eating their dinner
when noon came, and what was left of the food they had
in tbeir haversacks was eaten at supper time.
They spread their blankets, and lay down and went to
sleep; but of course a str~ng· force of sentinels was stationed.
pie patri?t officers did not inte~d to take any chance \lf
.
·berng s~rpnsed and se~ upon at rug~~·
The mght passed quietly. The Bntish did not make any
effort to c?me out and make an attack.
They evidently thought that prudeµce was the; better part
of ".alor, and that they would stay on the safe side and keep
behmd the walls of the fort.
Next morning the three officers held another council of
·
war.
What should be done?
They talked the matter over for about two hours, without
result. They could not decide upon any plan that promised
·
any results.
Again they gave it up.
The wagons containing the provisions were drawn down
to within a quarter of a mile of where the patriot soldien
were encamped, and that evening a hot supper was h~ut
The night passed quietly, as the one before had, and again
it was broad daylight, without any seeming chance to do
anything toward capturing the fort. ·
However, it would doubtless be possible to stasve the
garrison into surrendering in due time.
But the patriots did not want to have to )Vait if they
could h oJp it. If the B-.-itish had a good supply of provisions th0y might be aLle to hold out t wo or three weeks
or a month.
But the difficulty was in <levising some way of bringing
about the surrender of the garrison.
.About the middle of the afternoon Mary Miller came to
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the encampment, and said that Mrs. Mottes wanted that
Generals Marion and Lee and Captain Slater should come
up to the farmhouse and take supper with her.
They told Mary to go back and tell Mrs. M_ottes that they
would be glad to accept her invitation.
"Very well," said the girl.
"At what hour shall we come?" asked Dick.
"Supper will be ready at seven o'clock."
; "Very well. We will be llhere by half-past six," said Genera! Marion.
The girl bowed and took her departure.
The officers of the three forces left their under-officers
in charge, and at six o'clock they set out for the farmhouse.
It was a comparatively short walk, and they soon reached
their destination.
Rebecca Mottes gave them a warm welcome, and made
them feel at home.
Supper was ready, and a few minutes later they went in
and sat up to the .table.
Mrs. Mottes had prepared a fine repast, and it was enjoyed greatly by the three officers.
The conversation turned upon the capture of the fort, and
the,, three told about being unable to hit upon any plan
thai; was practical.
"Why not try fighting with fire arrows?''. asked Rebecca
Mottes, "like we did at the Miller home, Captain Sl&.ter?"
"But it is a stone house, is .it not?" said General Marion.
"Yes, but the· roof is made of cl:::pboards, and they are
hard and dry, and will burn easily."
·
"But we don't want to destroy your home, Mrs. Mottes~'
said Lee.
"Never mind about that. I am quite willing to sacrifice
my home for the good of the cause."
"I think the plan might be successful,'' said Dick. "V>le
can shoot the arrows into tl1e roof and set it on fire, and
then if they try to get up there to put the fire out, they will
be fine targets for us."
"True," said General Marion.
So it was decided to fight the British with fire arrows.
Mrs. Mottes said that they could use her bows and arrows,
which would save the t roubel of making some.
They thanked her, and said that her kindness ~as appreciated.
As it was now nightfall, the attempt to captur!'! the fort
by using fire-arrows would be put off till the next day.
The three officers remained an hour after supper, and
talked ,.to their hostess, who was a very pleasant lady indeed.
1
Then ;they thanked her fc;ir her hospitality, mid tha~ they
had enJoyed the supper immensely, and took their departure.
As they ~ent, they t~lk ed the plan over, a..TJ.d decided tllat
to fire burnmg .anows mto the roof would be the best way
to "get the garrison t~ surren?er. 1 ,,
•
•
It seems to be quite practicab,e, said General Manon.
.
.
;;Yes, indeed," from Lee.
It worked fine at the home of the patnot l\frs. Mottes
spoke of,'' said Dick. "We forced the redcoats to come out
.
h
" •
m ,~ ur7.
.
.
. ,,
.
I don t see how it can fail to wOik,,, said \Lee. "But it
se~ms a shame to burn down the_ ho~se.
...
. "
Vje may be able to save eve1ythmg save che roof, said
M~rion. .
. ..
,,
.. Yes; .if the Bntish,,should surrender promptly.
They may do that. .
.
,..
, They were at the pomt wh~re the. solchers were stao10ned,
.
now, U;nd they fo_und. evcryth1~g quiet.
When ~he soldiers learned ohat a plan had been decided
upon, ana th3:t an attack would be made on the morrow,
they were delighted.
CHAPTER XV.
THE CAPTURE OF THE FORT.

Next morning the camp wai:; astir early, and breakfast
was cooked and 0aten.
·
Dick summoned Harry TI:urber aivl sent him to the farr.~
house to bric1g the bows a1 1d :>.rrows.
Harry set out at once.
He was gla<l of a chance to· go to the farmhouse, fol' he
was deeply in love with ?1Iary M:iller, the orphttn girl who
was staying with Mr~. T.fo'.;tc3, and he felt sure he would
get to see Mary.
He was soon at the farm:10use and knocked on the door.
It was opened by Mary.

She blushed when she saw who the visitor was. She had
taken a liking to Harry, the same as he had to her.
She held the door open.
"Won't you come in?" she asked.
"Thank you,'' said Harry, and he entered. ,
"Be seated,'' invited the girl, indicating a chair.
Harry sat down.
"I have come to see Mrs. Mottes," he said.
There was a shade of disappointment on Mary's f::rn fo i·
an instant, and then she said:
"I will send Mrs. Mottes in, Mr. Thurber."
, "Thank you, Ma-Miss Miller."
He had nearly said Mary, and the girl's face wore a
pleased look as she hastened out of the room.
A few minutes later Mrs. J'.'Iottes entered and greeted
the youth.
Harry rose and bowed, and said:
"Captain Slater sent me to get the bow and arrows, Mrs.
Mottes."
"Ah, yes; I will bring them at once."
"Thank you, Mrs. Mottes," he said.
"You are welcome; and I hope that you will be successful
in forcing the British to evacuate the fort and surrender."
"I hope so."
He took his departure at once, and was soon back at the
encampment.
'
Harry handed the bundle to Dick, and he opened it, and
found that in addition to the bow and. arrows, there were a
number of strips of cloth, saturated with lard, which were
to be wrapped around the stem of the- arrow, and set on
fire.
Dick showed the implements to Generals Marion and Lee,
and they were for getting to work at once.
Dick was ready, also, and soon the arrows hnd been
wrapped with the cloths·, and then the work of setting the
shingles on fire was begun.
Dick Slater fired three arrows, one after another, a::id
two of them stuck in the roof and set the clapboards on fire.
Some of the British soldiE~rs within cljmbed up and tried
to put the fire out, but they vvere fired upon by the patriot
soldiers, aPd one was killed, the others hastening back down
through the scuttle-hole.
The clapboards were soon blazing briskly, and as there
was no chance to extinguish the fire, and as. they would be
forced to evacuate anyway, very soon, Captain M'Pherson
ran up a white flag.
General Marion sent a messenger and told . the British
officer to come out at once.
A few minutes later the gate in the barricade wall opened,
the drawbridge was lowered across the trench, and the
British soldiers came slowly out, bringing the most of their
baggage.
As soon as they had laid down their arms and had been
made prisoners, the patriot soldiers entered the fort and
went to work, fighting the fire.
They succeeded in putting out the fire before it had quite
burned all the roof and the house was saved from destruction.
'
Fighting with fire arrows had been successful.
The patriot soldie:>:s had just finish ed putting out the fire
when a patriot soldier dashed up on horseback, and leaping
to the ground advanced to where Generals :Marion and Lee
and Dick Slat~r stood .
"I am a messenger :from General Greene," lie said, drawing a paper from his pocket. "Who will take the message ? "
He glanced from one to another of the three and Lee
said :
'
'You read the message, General Marion."
, Very well."
·
'
He took the let~er, and opened it and read the contents
e,1ickly.
"This states that Lord Rawdon, with his army, is advancing up the Santee," said Marion, "and that he will reach
here soon!"
"Ha!
Say you so?" cried Lee.
"Yes."
"What shall we do?"
"I guess we had better send the pl"isoners to G2neral
Greene, under an escort, and the:i stay here and retard the
advance of the Brifo:h as much as possible."
The other nodded assent to this.
"That will be the best thing to do,'' ~~gn~ ed beth.
"You write a letter, telling Gene:·aL Greene what we intend doing," said Lee.
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"Very well," replied Marion.
"That's right .and sensible."
"We will attend to selecting the escort for the prisoners
'l'hen the British captain ordered a couple of his men to
and getting them ready to ~rt," said Lee.
bind the anns of t he "rebels," and this was done.
"Do so."
"Now we will go back and meet the anny and turn these
Marion hastened back to the camp, opened up his camp fellows over to Lord Rawdon," said the captain.
portfolio, and wrote a letter to General Greene; then he reThey turned their horses, and with the two prisoners in
turned and found that the escort was ready to start with their midst, rode toward the south.
the prisoners.
They rode onward several miles, and a little while before
General Greene's camp was forty miles distant, south- sundown, they came upon the British encampment.
west, over on the other side of the Santee river.
Dick and Bob were taken before Lord Rawdon, in his
There was a rude bridge across the Santee a couple of tent, near the middle of the camp.
miles down, and the escort and the prisoners would cross this
The British officer looked at the two searchingly.
"What are your names?" he queriea.
bridge aud head for Greene's camp.
The letter was given to the soldier who had command of
The youths gave fictitious names.
the escort, a young lieutenant, and then the force got in mo"Where are you bound for?"
· tion.
"Charleston."
As soon as it was gone, the three officers held a council of
"Why are you going. there?"
war.
"We have relatives, and are going there on a visit."
What should they do?
"Humph!"
It was decided to remain at the Rebecca Mottes farmIt was plain that the British commander did not believe
house until the force under Lord Rawdon came, and then to Dick-who was doing the talking, Bob remaining silent.
The officer was silent a few minutes, .and then said:
do all that was possible to retard its 'progress.
It was believed that Rawdon's force was intending to cross
"I feel confident that you are rebel spies, and now if you
the river and go and attack General Greene's army, and if will tell me where you came from, and if there is a rebel
it could be bothered and held back, it would give Greene army here, and where it is, I will be lenient with you."
more time in which to get ready to offer battle.
"We have nothing to say other than what we have already
So this was settled upon, and the army mQved up to the said," replied Dick.
farmhouse and ;Went into camp..
"Humph!" Then the officer ordered that the youths be
. The field-pieces were brought from the fort, and were taken and stationed near the center of the encampment and
placed where they would command the ground toward the guarded.
·.
south.
This was. done, and the two exchanged looks of dismay
As soon as they were encamped the two generals and Dick and discouragement.
held a council, and it was decided to learn just where the
They realized that, while they had found the British, they
British army under Rawdon was. To this end scouts would were prisoners, and would not be able to return with the
have to be sent southward, and Dick and Bob were the ones information.
for the work, Dick insisted.
Of course, they would not give up hope of being able to
"Very well; go along, then," said General Marion.
escape, but at the present moment it did not seem at all
"Yes; we know the work will be well done if you do it," likely that they could get away.
from Lee.
'l'hey were given food at supper time, and ate heartily,
"Thank you; we will set out at once," said Dick.
or they wished to keep up their strength.
He hastened back to the Liberty Boys' quarters, and told
It grew dark presently, and it was very dark fodeed, for
the youths that he and Bob were going southward on' a a storm was brewing and the sky was overcast with clouds.
reconnoitering and scouting expedition. The boys now dis- Not a star was to be seen. A couple of campfires relieved
•
guised themselves as countrymen.
the gloom somewhat, but did not light up the camp very
Mark Morrison was told to look after the Liberty Roys much.
f,
while th~y were away, and then the t.yo bridled and saddled
The soldiers got ready for an unpleasant night. Some
their horses and set out.
grumbled somewhat, but the majority took it philosophically.
"Ho>v far south will we have to go, do you think?" asked They were used to exposure and hardships.
Bob.
"It's going to rain pretty soon, Dick," said Bob.
"I don't know, Bob."
"Yes, and hard, too, or I miss my guess."
"'l'wenty-five miles, likely?"
"Well, we can stand it."
"Yes, at least that far."
"True; but it isn't pleasant to get soaking wet."
"Well, we ought to be in the viciclty of the redcoats by
"That's true too."
evening."
Presently it 'began to rain. Lightly at first, but growing
"You are right."
graduaJly harder, until at last it was pouring down.
They rode at a gallop.
The rain soon put out the two campfires, and left the enThey were not expecting to meet up with any British sol- campment in utter darkness.
diers until they had gone at least twenty miles, so they were
This would be helpful to the Liberty Boys in case they
not wonied at all, at present.
should try to escape, but they were bound hand and foot,
They kept their eyes open, of course, and watched ahead and could not get up.
of them pretty closely, but it was more from habit than beSuddenly Dick thought of something. The bonds binding
cause they thought it was necessary.
their anns and legs were thongs, and would stretch when
But suddenly, on rounding a bend in the road, they came
rie ht up against a force of perhaps twenty British troopers. thoroughly soaked with water. It might be that they could
get free after all.
.
"Bob," he whispered.
CHAPTER XVI.
"What?" was the cautious reply.
THE CAPTURE AND ESCAPE.
"Turn over on your face and. let the rain get at the thongs
binding your wrists. If the thongs are thoroughly soaked
Instantly the redcoats leveled their muskets.
I think we can stretch them and get free."
"Halt!" yelled the leader, a captain.
Dick and Bob brought their horses to a stop quickly.
"That's so; we'll try it, anyhow."
Fortunately there was no lightning with this storm, and
"Who are you and where are you bound for?" the British
so the youths' movements could not be seen by the guards.
0
.
d
~~Wer asked.t
,,
D"
k
"and
we
are
bound
for
They
lay there on their faces, '\vith the rain pelting them,
e are rave1ers, rep1ie
ic •
and it did not take the thongs long to get thoroughly soaked.
Charleston."
Then the youths began testing th e thongs and f ound th a t
"Bah! You're rebel spies!"
"Why do you think so?"
it was possible tQ' stretch them slightly.
They kept on trying at intervals, and at last they suc"Bec3.l,lse it stands to reason."
"W ell, you are making a mistake, and if you interfere with ceeded in getting their hands free.
us you will be doing us an injustice."
This was the more difficult thing to do, and they were not
"I'll risk it. Up with your hands!"
vel")\. long in getting their ankles free ~so.
·
It was useless to try to resist or to make an attempt to
Now to get out o,f the encampment..
escape. They would be shot down if they tried it.
This would be difficu!t, for~ while it. was so dark as to
Making a virtue of necessity, the two rajsed their hands . hid~ their !fiOvements, it wowd make it hard for them to
above their heads.
avoid steppmg on some of the aoldiers, they bein8 all arow:id
,'
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Dic'c u11d Dor were not c:isil \' iii ~cou--a;:;<?d, howevcl', anc.: I "Not very."
"How strong a force have they?"
they beg::::'l stcding sio ·ly a,1<l 'rautiously away.
"I think there must be two thousand men."
'l 'lp y d;d not go fast, for they had plenty of time, and
"Rather too strong a force for us to attempt to cope with."
f r-]'.· '~ hat it would be better to go slowly.
"Yes," said Dick; "but you know a hornet can1worry an
They were nleal'ly an hour in reaching the edge of the en1? '.l.~1pment, but they had succeeded in getting there without ox, and I think that it is possible for us to do them some
damage without any particular dangei- to ourselves."
having been discovered.
"You mean for us to strike and then get out of the way?"
They knew where their horses were, and stole in that disaid Lee.
rection.
"That is it exactly.''
They reached their animal s, bridled and saddled them,
"That is what we will do," said General Marion.
and led them cautiously away to the road.
Then they discussed the mat ter at some length, and deThen they mounted and set out up the road toward the
cided to make the attack about eleven o'clock.
'
north.
'l"'he patriot soldiers were told what was to be done, and
They rode onward till they came to a cabin beside the
!·oad, at a point about two miles north from the British they at once began making preparations.
All were instructed that they were to march to the vicincamp, and here they paused and hunted around till they
found a shed, under which they led the animals. · They ity of the British encampment, creep up to within musketsta yed here till it stopped raining, and then they went forth, shot distance, if possible, fire a volley or two and then retreat swiftly. All were to continue onward till the encampmounted again and· rode toward the Mottes farniliouse.
They reached there shortly after midnight, and attended ment was reached.
They said they understood, and then the force set out.
t o their horses, and went to their quarte1·s and lay down
They did not hurry, as they had plenty of time.
and went to sleep.
They were an hour and a 4alf in reaching the vicinity of
When morning came and they had eaten their breakfast,
the British encampment, and then they stopped, while Dick
Dick and Bob told of their adventures of the night.
"That was a lucky rain for you fellows," said Ben Spur- and Bob went ahead to reconnoiter and see if everything
was quiet at the British camp.
lock.
The youths returned half an hour later and reported that
"Yes_." agreed Dick. "If it hadn't been for the rain, we
the redcoats were taking things quiety, the majority of the
w0uld be prisoners in the hands of the• redcoats yet."
Then he went to the house to see Generals Marion and soldiers being already asleep, or at least lying down. .
"We will begin to advance, then," said Marion.
Lee, they having taken up their quarters there.
The order was given, and the little force of about two
fter an exchange of greeting-s, General Marion asked:
"Did you see anything pf the British army ?"
hundred and fifty patriot soldiers began to make their way
"Yee;." replied Dick. "It is in camp about twenty miles slowly and cauti~sly toward the enemy's camp.
south from here."
Their approach was discovered by a sentinel just before
"Ah. indeed! Then it will reach this vicinity this evening, they got in range, and the redcoat gave a yell and fired an
'
.
l ~kel y ."
alarm-shot.
"Probably."
The patriot soldiers dashed forward about twenty paces,
Then thev asked nick a number of questions, all of which which brought them within range, and then they fired a vo\.
he answered promptl y.
ley from their muskets and another from their pistols anil
Dick told t hem that owing to the fact that the roads were turned and beat a rapid retreat, followed by a volley from
muddy, the British might be delayed to such an extent that the British soldiers who had leaped hastily up and seized
they would not reach the vicinity until late in the evening. theh· weapons.
"Likely you are right," agreed General Lee. "Well, that
The two volleys fired by the patriots had done considwill ma!{e it all the better for us."
erable damage, while the shots fired by the British had
The patriots waited as patiently as possibly and about merely inflicted a few wounds, none of the patriot soldiers
four o'clock in the afternoon Dick and Bob went south- being kiiled.
ward on a reconnoitering expedition.
The patriot force continued onward toward the north till
They walked onward until they had gone about four the encampment was reached.
and
ridge
.
a
of
top
the
on
stopped
they
then
IT' ii es, and
wai.t €'d and watched.
. The sudden night attack took the redcoats by sur;rise,
Hal f an hour passed and then Bob said :
and it aroused their anger as well.
Dick?"
so,
think
"They ought to be showing up, don't you
Five redcoats had been killed and several had been
presently."
along
1 "Yes. I suppose they will be
wounded, and this was enough to arouse the anger of their
"Likely, and-- There they come now!"
.
comrades.
Lord Rawdon summoned one of his best scouts.
"Warden," he said, "I want you to go and find out who
CHAPTER XVII.
those scoundrels were that attacked us; how many there are
of them and where they are located."
WARDEN, THE BRITISH SPY.
·
.
"All right, sir."
Sure enough, the British were coming.
Then Warden took his departure. .
They were about half a mile distant.
He walked at a moderate pace, for he did not know but
Dick and Bob remained on top of the ridge till the head
of the British column was within one hundr.ed yards of them, he might happen upon some of the rebels at any moment.
Occasionally he paused and listened.
and then they slowly retreated down the slope.
He did not hear any sounds to indicate the presence of
They remained in the edge of the timber to avoid being
seen, and when they were within two miles of the fort the any "rebels" any of these times, however, and kept on with
'
confidence.
British halted and went into camp.
At last he reached the vicinity of the patriot encampment,
Dick and Bob stopped and waited till after nightfall, and
then they went back and reconnoitered the British encamp- and he quickly discovered the fact, for he was an expert at
reconnoitering.
ment.
He advanced till he was close to the edge of the encampThe redcoats ha<l two or three campfires. This enabled
the Liberty Boys to get a fairly good view of the encamp- ment, and then he caught sight of the lights shining out
through the windows of the farmhouse.
·
ment. .
"I will just slip around there and investigate," thought
They S:Pent about an hour at this work, and then took their
Warden; "likely the officers will have -their quarters there."
·
departure.
He made a detour and reached the rear of the farmhouse.
An hour later they reached the patriot encampment at the
He managed to raise I\ window and enter the kitchen.
Rebecca Mottes farmhouse.
There was no light here, and he crossed the kitchen and
Dick went into the house at once and was given a cordial
entered the hall beyond.
greeting by Generals Marion and Lee.
Toward the front end of the hall he saw a light extending
"Where are the British now, Dick?" inquired General
•
across from under a doorway.
Marion.
"There is somebody in that room," thought Warden; "and
"About three miles from here."
possibly the officers are there."
"They are in camp?"
He stole softly forward on his tiptoes.
"Yes."
He reached the door and paused.
"Have they a strong position?" a.sked General Lee.
1•
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f\ or>ping, he I'~~C <l hi ,,; eye to the keyh G]2.
The key was in the lock, ar.d he could not see into the
room, so he placed his ear t he1·e, and listened.
He heard voices, but for a time could not distinguish
words. Then as he gre'v more accustomed to it, he made
ou~ a word now and then, and later on he was able to distingmsh a good deal that was said.
He heard the most of the conversation between Generals
Marion and Lee and Dick Slater, and was very well satisfied
with himself.
He remained till he heard chairs being moved, and knew
that the conversation was at an end, and then he slipped
back along the hall, and into the kitchen, across it and out
through the window.
He made a slow and careful tour clear around the encampment, and sized up its strength carefully.
Thert he headed away for the British encampment.
An hour later he arrived ther e, but he did not go to Lord
Rawdon, as he knew tha t officer wo.uld not wish to be
bothered in the dead hours of night. ·
He lay. down and was soon sound asleep.
Immediately after breakfast, next morning, he went to
Lord Rawdon, and made his report.
"Good!" cried Rawdon. "We will go up there and capture
that Party of rebels or scatter it to the four winds."
CHAPTER XVIII.
LORD RAWDON AND MRS. MOTTES.

Right after' breakfast that same morning, Dick Slater and
!3ob Estabrook went down to the fort and took their position
in the second story, from which point they could see more
than half a mile down the road.
They watched closely, and about an hour later they saw
the advance guard of the British put in an appearance.
Then tJ:iey descended to the ground floor, went out, and
m:i-de then· way to the ed.v,-e of the timber, a- quarter of a
m1l.e away. H ere they stationed themselves behind trees and
waited.
The British paused when they came to the fort and went
and made an examination, but when they had don~ this they
resumed their march toward the north.
;7hey are coming riglit along, Dick," said Bob.
,.Yes, they are heading for our encampment."
You a~·e right; they must have sent a spy out last night,
as you said."
"I think it likely."
.
Then they moved away, toward tho;: north, and a few minutes late· arrived at the encampment.
They told the news, and there was a hasty bridling and
saddling of horses.
"We will give them a fight, and then mount and get away
in a hurry," said General Marion~
The patriot soldiers took up their stations behind trees
and waited for the enemy's appr-0ach.
'
~e red~oats p~used _just out of musket-shot range, and
wa·ted, evidently mtending t 0 make a sudden fierce charge
"Let's ?Pen on them with the field-pieces," ~Uggested Gen~
era! Marion.
General Lee and Dick were in favor of this.
The pieces were manned by Liberty Boys, as they had had
some experience with artillery, and when they were ready
the pieces were fired off.
Boom! Boom!
The shots rang out close together, and two six-pound
balls went plunging into the ranks of the British.
It evidently came as a surprise to the British. Doubtless
they had not thought of sucp. a thing as that the rebels
might have artillery.
Several redcoats were killed and wounded.
The commanding officer at once ordered a charge.
The British advanced on the run, and as soon as they
were within ran ge they opened fire.
The bullets fairly rained about the patriots, but they were
protected by the trees, and while a number were wounded
none were killed.
'
Then they opened fi re in their turn, and yells of anger and
screams of pain went up from the redcoats.
It would not do for the patriots to remain longer, or they
would be overwhelmed, and General Marion cried loudly for
the men to retreat.
The patriot soldiers obeyed the order instantly. They
turned and dashed away at t.he top of their speed. Reaching their horses, they cut the tether-rover. and leaped into

I
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t he eacldles and rode away at the top of the anim,als' Sl>eed.
The British pursued, firing, and several of the patriots
went down, dead or wounded, but their loss did not nearly
e,qual that of the British.
Lord Rawdon, when he learned that the rebels had escaped,
and that they had inflicted considerable damage on his force,
was greatly enraged and disappointed.
But it did 1no good to get angry; the rebels had escaped,
and that was all there wa~ to it.
Presently Lord Rawdon went to the house and knocked
on the door. It was opened by Mrs. Mottes.
The British commander doffed hts hat and bowed, and the
woman bowed in return.
"Good-morning, madam," said Rawdon.
"Good-morning, sir," was the courteous reply. "Will you
come in?"
"If you please, as I wjsh to ask a few questions."
Lord Rawdon entered and took a seat.
"May I ask your name, madam?" he asked.
"Certainly, sir; it is Rebecca Mottes."
"Ah! Then the fort do"'11 there was named after you."
"Yes, sir; the house is my home. This is the farmhouse,
where my farmer lived, that did the work on the place."
"I see; you are a patriot, I believe, Mrs. Mottes ?"
"Yes, sir; I am."
"That is all right. You have a right to your belief, of
course. But I would like to ask a few questions."
· "Very well, sir. I will answer as best I can."
"I would like to know who those rebels are who were
here."
Mrs. Mottes hesitated.
"I don't intend to give you any information that will be
in any way detrimental to the patriots, sir," she said, "but
I don't see that any · harm can come from my telling you
who those patriots are. The force in question, sir, consists
of three parties under Generals Marion and Lee and Captain
Dick Slater."
•
Then Lord Rawdon asked some questions about the capture of Fort Mottes by the patriots, and Mrs. Mottes an·
swered th~m, telling the story in detail.
Finally Lord Rawdon thanked Mrs. Mottes for what she
had told him and withdrew.
CHAPTER XIX.
THE PATRIOTS DEFEAT THE REDCOATS AGAIN.

Generals Marion· and Lee and their men and Dick Slater
and his Liberty Boys did not go far.
They eame to a halt at a distance of a mile and a half
from the Mottes farmhouse, and dismounted.
Thp injuries of those who had been wounded were !lttended to, and a sharp lookout was kept in the direction
from which they had so recently come.
It was thought possible that the British might come in
pursuit, though it was not deemed pro'!>able. ·
An hour passed, and there was no sign of the enemy:
"They are not coining," said General Lee.
"No " agreed Marion.
"I ~onder what they will do?" from Dick.
"Hard t elling," said Lee.
"Don't you think I had better go and spy on them, and
learn what they are doing?"
"It wouldn't be a bad idea."
"I'll go at once."
Dick gave Bob a few instructions, and then set out in thE1
direction of the farmhouse.
When he was within one hundred yards of the house he
paused, and, sheltered behind a tree, looked upon the scene
before him with interest.
.
The British army was encamped where the Liberty Boys
had had their encampment, and the youths guessed that an
attempt was to be made to get a chance at the Libe1ty Boys
and Generals J.\1arion and Lee's men.
"All right; we will give them something to do," thought
Dick. "I don't think they can damage us much, for we can
get around faster than they can, and can keep out of their
way."
He remained there half an hour, and then hastened back
and told Generals Marion and Lee what he had learned.
Scouts were sent out, to keep watch for the coming of
the British, and about two o'clock they came and reported
that some redcoats were discovered coming.
So they got ready, and when the British put in an aopearance the engagement began.
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The redcoats were angry and subborn, and seemed to be the world!" cri'e d Harry, taking her in his arms and kissing
detei·mined to crush the patriots, and the fight was a fierce her tenderly.
"And I, too, am happy, Harry," was the reply. "l am the
one. / At last, however, the British came to the conclusion
.
that they had bitten off more than they could chew, and re- happiest girl in the world."
When Han·y heard Dick and the two generals take the~r
tired, taking their dead and wounded along.
The patriots then went into camp, for they believed that leave he kissed Mary, bade her good-by, and also took his
· · d
t he British would give up attempting to get at them.
·
leave.
There was such a happy look on his face when he reJo~e
It turned out that this was the case, for the British did not
his comrades, that they guessed what had taken place i·ight
again try to attack the patriot force.
·
They stayed in camp at the Mottes farmhouse that after- away.
"She said yes, did she, Harry?" grinned Bob Estabrook.
noon and night, and then marched away next morning.
.
.
"Yes," was the reply.
Dick was at hand, watching, when they broke camp, and
"Good! I congratulate you, for she is a fine girl, old felthe British had been gone only about half an hour when he
.
.
low."
carried the news to Generals Marion and Lee.
An hour later t.he order was given for the patriot soldiers
The patriots then broke camp and made their way to the
to get ready to move.
Rebecca Mo~tes farmhouse.
They began the work of breaking camp at once.
The widow was glad to see them, and gave the officers a
It did not take long, for there was not much. to do. The
.
cordial greeting. ·
The patriots went into camp, for the three commanders Liberty Boys and the men under Generals Marion and Lee
did not have much in the way of extras. that had to be carwanted to do some thinking and decide upon what t o do.
A little later Generals Marion and Lee and Dick held a ried, and all were ready for the start in less than half an
council, and after a long talk it was decided to follow the hour.
Mrs .. Mottes and Mary Miller, and the other members. of
British.
On learning that the patriots were g·oing to follow the the Mottes family were out on the porch, ai:id as the patriots
British, Mrs. Mottes said that the three officers must take rode away the woman and girl waved then· hands m faredinner with her. They thanked her and accepted the invita- well.
Sl t
.
The patriots waved their hands in return, and Dick a er
tion.
.
Mottes."
Mrs.
for
cheers
"Three
out:
cried
Jt was a splendid meal, and they enjoyed it immensely.
The cheers were given with a will, and then the patriots
When the meal was ended the three officers remained an
.
rode oht of sight a.r(}und a bend in the road.
hour, and conversed with their hostess.
J im Bennett remained with the Liberty Boys. He said
~en. they were ready to go they thanked her for her
,
.
hospitality, and also for the assistance she had been to them . that he liked the life of a soldier.
The .Liberty Boys and Generals Manon and l;.e~ s :tian~s
in furnishing the bows and arrows, and for the provisions
joined the army of General Greene, and helped hl)ll lQ. his
that she had g-iven them so freely.
A"!ld while Generals Lee and Marion and Dick Slat er were campaign against Rawdon and his army.
f..
When the war ended Harry Thurber went to tl~e horn
talkmg t o Mrs. Mottes, in the big sittini;-room Harry
Mrs. Mottes and he and Mary Miller were ma1T1ed. Th&Y.
Thurber was talking to Mary Miller in the kitchen.'
Harry, knowing the Liberty :Roys were to leave t his part lived t o be a good old age, and were very happy, as the~
of the country that afternoon, had decided to ask Mary to deserved to be.
marr:i.: him. So he had gone to the house and had put the
Nex~ week's issue will contnin "'l'HT<i T.lB"ER'l'Y BOYS'
question to her, and had received an answer in the affirmaGALLANT CHARGE; OR, THE BAYONET FIGHT AT
tive.
"Oh, Mary, you have made me the happiest fellow in all OLD TAPPAN."
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WHAT THE UNITED STATES FOOD ADMINISTRATION SAYS.
A sufficic!lt ::.nd r egular supply of food for the
~aintenan ce of the gr eat field armies of ou:r fi ght~ ng a llies and of their no lec.s gre::it armies of workmg men and working women in the war industries,
and, finally, fo r the maintenance of the -women and
children in the home, is an ~L:~ olute necessity, second
to 110 ofaer, for the. successful prosecution of the
war for liberty. In the providing of t his foo d for
the great allied food pool the United States plays a
predominant part, for we have long been the greatest granary, food st or e, 2.nd butcher shop in tlie
world.
We can not and we do not wish, with our free
institutions and our large r esources of food, to imitate Europe in its policed r ationing, but we must
voluntarily and intelligently assume the responsibility before L' S as one in which every one has a direct
and inescapable interest.
THE FOOD PLEDGE-A LITTLE THING .TO
SIGN, A BIG THING TO KEEP.
Men,
To win t he war, we need four · things:
mone r, mat 2rials, food.
Ou nat ion, when mobilized, should have for each
100 persons of t he populat ion, 2 fighting men, 10
bord buyers, and 50 workers engaged on war equipment, from shells t o ships, and st eel to shoes, directly
or indirectly.
In the big war task of saving part of this year's
wheat, meat, fat, and sugar to feed soldiers who are
now fighting for us in France, and workers back
in the French and British factories, we must mobiljze--out of every 100 per sons in t he United States
-100 persons.
Fooci saving- is the most immediate service.
It is the only 100 per cent war ser vice, seeking to
enlist everybody.
Men are being dr afted for war, money t axed, mat e.rials comma11dcered, but there is· no compulsion
in food .
'I'his is 2. volunteer service.
You si g1'l. the food pledge, or not, as you ple'ase.
If you sign, it is wholly an affair of honor .
Somebody must watch you, of course, t o see that
y o:1 eat t he v. he~tiess m eal every day, and the meatless meal, and cl e~m u p your p]ate, and go lightly on
the b'utter. su gal', an d r,;ilk.
Somebody is appointed to watch you- yourself!
The 10od p'.::xl .. e u e~1:-.;:; 1:1orc than food saving.
It r.1 c~ns nr..ti o!l al cclf-d1 ci;:lii.c, a new sense of
national hoc'O", efl'kie11cy ~r:.d Pr'. 0 110111y in matters
at0ut Y1rh k :1 \, o l1avc !Jc211 i:J;.) L":~ h, wasteful, p rov incial.
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COUNTRY!

Long after the ·war has been w01: i o:i ~:rn l results
will be evident in national charactet.--..H~, ,: 1 urP.'s
Magazine for November.
" BEEF LESS TUESDAY" AT H OT ELS.
As fast as their facilities can be adj usted, the
rotels of the United Stat es are coming to one beefless day weekly, preferably Tuesday, a conservation
plan suggest ed to them by the R ote! Section of the
United States F ood ,Administration. Beefless Tues·
day was tried for the first time recently in a New
York hotel. About 2,000 people eat lunch daily a1
this hotel, and there were only three o. . der s fo1
beef, which were canceled when the idea was explained. Thereupon, beefiess Tuesday was .adopted
by hotels in New York City, and later in New Yorl~
State and Boston.
In some sections of the country the.!.·e vrn.s considerable explanation needed to secure ·public co-operation in the smooth working of a beefless day each
week, while in ot her sections it has been found possible to go even further, the Wisconsin Federal Food
Administrator having proclaimed a beeft ess ·Tuesday
and wheatless Wednesday in that .Stat e.
In Boston beefiess Tuesday was started by the
hotel men with the following suggest ions. All hotels, restaurants, and clubs were r equest ed to observe it.
MEMORANDUM FOR WAITERS.

Owing to the scarcity of all foods and extr as it i~
important that the following rules shoulc. be observed strictly :
Butter and r olls or br ead of any kind shall not be
put on the t able until the guest is act ually served
with the first course, ,~·hether it is soup or any
other ' dish on the bill of fare.
In serving- butter waiters must t ake from the
storeroom only one piece for each guest .
·w aiters, in r ecommen ding foo ds to guests, must
be particQlar not to mention any foods that it is
necessary to fry. Leave it to them to mention it
fir st.
Waiters are reciuested to conser ve all kinds of
food possible and to see that there is not any waste.
If certain kinds of meats that have fat on them are
served and the fat is left, see that this fat is r eturned to the st ewar d, as it can be used for soap
purposes.
Recommend to t he guest s fruits and vegetables
t hat a!'e in season; also all kinds of fish and sea food.
Do not serve ho'o milk witrr coffee, t ea, chocolate,
or cocoa unless ordered.
Waiters obser ving:' the above requests will be of as
much service to our country as t hough .they were
earrying a rifle.
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MAKING HIS FOR.TU
OR

By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STORY}
CHAPTER IX (Continued).
When he was gone, Mr. Gregg shook his head
"I saw the attack on you," proceeded the old gravely and excfaimed:
broker, "but I hadn't the courage to go to your
"Well, that beats everything. Jack Hooper, how
assistance, as I feared that those men would kill me. iti the world could you ·go through such an exciting
Then I saw them put you in the back parlor and series of adventures and never say a word about it
arrange their terrible devices. ·I intended to go to when you got back here?"
your relief, but you got out of the room yourself,
"Oh, wise men hold their tongues," laughed the
r-nd I saw you go up to the room where the three boy.
ruffians were and recover the money-bag from their
"You are an honorable fell ow, anyway, for looking
clutches. I must say it was a courageous thing for out for you employer's interests as well as you have
you to do, Jack Hooper, and my admiration for you been doing."
has become very great indeed."
"I hope Mr. Fish will find out who the rascals
"It was my duty to protect your money, Mr. Fish." were who tried so hard
to rob him," said Jack. "I
"It was lucky for me that you did so in such a have got just enough human spite
in my nature to
gallant manner. But for your courage and shrewd- wish to see those fellows punished
for their vilness I would have lost the sum of $900,000. Well, lainy."
I followed you to your home, and getting into the
"Oh, now that the matter is ended," said the
yard, I climbed up the fire-escape and, glancing bookkeeper, shrugging his shoulders,
"Mr. ~h is
through the rear window, I saw what you did with apt to drop the case."
·
the bag, and overheard all you and your mother
"Perhaps," assented Jack, doubtfully, and he went
and sister said."
over to Daisy, and, regarding her with a happy
"Ah!" exclaimed Jack. "That accounts for the grin, he said:
mystery of how you knew all about my actions!"
"See how honesty pays? I made $5,000 by doing
"Exactly so. Well, I was at your heels all the
what
was right."
next day. I was the bearded man who followed you
"I
think
you are just horrid for not telling me
into Ellison's office, as I knew all about the fix
what
you
were
up to all this time," pouted the
George Ellison was in, and knew that I could trust
pretty
little
stenographer.
him. I did not hesitate to let you advance him that
"I didn't want to advertise it," retorted Jack,
money. I wanted you to get the profit out of the
mischievously.
deal in order to repay you for the splendid manner
"Oh, you mean thing. As if I couldn't keep a
in which you guarded my cash."
.
"Then the profit was intended for me?" asked secret!"
"I never knew a girl who could," laughed Jack.
Jack, with a look of intense relief. "You did not
"But say, Daisy!"
intend t o - "
"It was intended for you," interrupted the old . "Well, what now?"
"All joking aside, this deal is going to be the makbroker, quietly, "and you got it, Jack.. So I kept
·
shady and with the aid of Detective Joyce I made a ing of me."
"I hope so, Jack," he replied earnestly, for she
desperate effort to find out who the gang consisted
of who tried to rob me, but I am sorry to say that I had come to think a great deal of ·the boy, and she
failed to succeed. I finally gave it up, and going to knew how well he liked her.
your good mot).ier I got the bag with the remainder
"I am bound to make a fortune," said Jack in
>f the money, dismissed the detective and came confident tones, "and I don't mind telling you that
here."
I have already got that five thousand invested so
"And here is Mr. Ellison's check for the money that it is going to make more for me in a very
you loaned him," said Jack, handing over the money. short time. Then I shall have a large enough capiMr. Fis}]. took the check, and, putting on his hat, tal to begin making big money to lay away."
he went over to the bank with all his money and
Daisy eyed him in amazement a moment.
denositi;id it.
At last .she deminded:
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"Why, what under the sun have you done with
your money now?"
"Bought a couple of houses," chuckled Jack.
"You'll lose it as sure as fate."
"No danger," answered the boy, and he went
over to the ticker and began to look over the tape.
M;r. Fish returned.
"What is the latest quotation, Jack?" asked the
old man.
"Cottoh is selling at 10 to-day, sir ."
"Market steqdy ?"
"No, sir; very much flurried."
"Any report from the ginners ?"
"They claim up to to-day that there have only
been 7,498,167 bales ginned, sir, and the bulls are
interpreting this to mean that the cotton crop will be
nearer 10,000,000 than 11,000,000 bales."
"Then there is going to be the deuce to pay on
'Change pretty soon," grimly r emarked the old
broker. "The shorts will make a r ush to cover , and
Januar y cotton is bound to go kiting like a skyrocket. Any man with ner ve and capital enough
to enter a bull pool before the big flurry comes on
will make a heap of money."
"Are you going in, sir ?"
"Can't t ell yet, Jack. I may, if I see that the
market is favorable. You keep your eye on the
ticker and keep me posted as oft en as you can while
I am in the office. I am going to shake up those
fell ows who got me cornered last month if I get
a chance."
A 4{r in overspread J ack's face, and he muttered:
"Thanks for the tip. You ar e a heavy plunger,
Mi·. Fish, and I intend to keep my eye on you and
follow your lead on the side, if I can r aise any money
on this real estate deal of mine."
The market was in a feverish condition for several days after that , and the old broker spent much
of his time in the Exchange.
On the following Wednesday afternoon Broker
Ellison came rushing into the office, and, seeing
J ack, he pulled him out in the hall and said:
"Say, boy, both Clark and Ruxton found out that
I have got hold of this pr operty, and it made them
fur ious. Now, both of them treat me like a pair
of 11.yenas, trying to get me to sell them the houses.
I am playing one against the ot her, and I have
asked them $75,000."
"They'll never pay that price."
"Won't they, t hough? Why, Ruxton has just offered that amount, and I came over here to see if
you would sell to him."
"Wil'l I?" shouted Jack, excitedly. "Sell at once,
Mr. Ellison, and bring me the money as quick as
you can. I've got a chance to almost double the
amount inside of a week. The ticker tells me that
the bears are hammer ing down the pr ice of cotton
away below normal. Ther e's going t o bP. a sud en
rise in January cotton , a11 d I want to buy on a low
market and get in on the ground fl oor befor e the
boom arrives.''

CHAPTER X.
T HE FIGHT IN THE HALL.

George Ellison looked at Jack in astonishment,
for the lad's words mystified him. He finally asked:
"Are you joking, Jack, or do you re:=tllY know of
a good investment?"
"I tell you, Mr. Ellison, I can make a big pile of
money if you will sell these house.s for cash and
bring me the money."
• An amused smile crossed the big broker's race,
and he said:
"I'll give you $35,000 for your interest in these
two buildings if you will let me in on that wonderful deal."
·"Do you mean it?" demanded the boy, earnestly.
"Of course I do."
"Right now?"
"Yes; I am so sure of selling these buildings to
Mr. Ruxton that I will advance you my personal
check for the amount over and above the sum paid
for them. It isn't an hour ago that Ruxton offered
me $75,000 for the property."
"Give me your check and the information is
yours."
"Come over to my office and sign a quit claim on
the property, and you can have the money," said
the broker. "You are about the sharpest business
proposit ion I ever saw, Jack Hooper ."
"My dear Mr. Ellison, I consider a bird in hand
worth a whole flock in the bush," replied the boy,
promptly. "I am out for the dough just now. I've
got an opportunity I may never get again to secure
a big wad of filthy lucre, and I am going to grab it
whi'le I have got the chance."
Then he got his hat and went over to the broker's
office.
As soon as he signed over his claim on the property to Mr. Ellison a broad grin overspread the
broker's face as he made out a check for $35,000
and handed it to the boy.
"I suppose you thought you made a pretty rrood
thing out of the purchase and sale of that pr operty, didn't you?" asked Ellison.
"It's the biggest thing I ever did in c.11 my life."
"And you are secretly congratulating yourself
that you have made good use of me," pursued the
broker. "In short, you think you are a pretty clever
duck and that you have got the cream of the whole
thing?"
"Oh, I seem to be it just riow," chuckled the boy.
"Well, you ain't the whole thing, if you only knew
it," said Ellison bluntly. "I am in on this deal for
a little bit · myself. Jack, you don't think 1 am rn
business for the mere fun of it, do you? You'll get
left if you do."
"What do you mean, sir?"
"I simply mean that Ruxton offered me $75,000
for the property, and I -refused it."
ITo be continued.)
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CURRENT
To save the enormous corn crop grown on the
Pennsylvania State College farms, more than 100
students recently volunteere<l to hold a husking bee.
They harvested about 3,500 bushels in eight hours'
work. The students were paid 5 cents a bushel,
which is the local rate for corn husking. Dr. Edwin
E. Sparks, college president, worked in the field with
his undergraduate charges.
When the surgeons get through vrith Cad 'vV. Pohlman of St. Louis, Mo., he will have a nose composed
of skin and bone taken from his ribs and his fingers.
Pohlman's nose was severed when a piece of steel
fell on him from the roof of an engine house. The
doctors began building his new nose recently. They
say it will take about twenty operations and six
months to finish the job, but that .when they get
through Pohlman will have as good a nose as anybody.
That every soldier in the army of the United
States have an opportunity on his return from the
war to become the owner of a small farm was the
proposal made in Washington~ on November 18 by
Senator Harding of Ohio. He proposes to put his
idea into efi'ect through legislation when Congress
resumes. Mr. Harding believes the farms should
be made available to the soldiers at a price regulateu by the Government and on the basis of mod·
erate instalments.

NEWS

among officers than among privates. Also, the mortality is higher among volunteer corps than am~ng
drafted men. Sixty men per 1,000 are now bemg
killed in the war , and about 150 men out of each
1,000 are wounded.
'

At a time when economy seems to be permeating
our national life, the invention of a siinpl~ metal
piece for building up worn-down heels seems most
apropos. Leon Weinstein of St. Louis, Mo., has
brought out a tread-plate which has a~ upturned
marginal flange tapering on opposite sides of the
middle line and disappearing near its edges. The
plate is perforated and has upstanding embossments
about the respective perforations, the embossments
being of such a height as to correspond to the shape
of the heel to which the tread-plate is to be attached.
Thus it becomes possible to build 'up the worn-down
heel with one of these new tread-plates, in a few
moments' time and at an insignificant cost, and the
wearing qualities of the new heel are far greater
than those of leather.

The wrecking company which has been salvaging
junk from the cruiser Yankee, which was sunk off
the New England coast seven years ago, has c&ased
work for .the season, but will 1·esu:rl~ in the spring.
"To the average layman," says the New Bedford
Evening Standard, "the word 'junk' conveys but a
small meaning of the value of the material that has
been taken out of the cruiser. The three biggest
A general demand for corn bread in hotels and items of value taken out of the cruiser have been the
r.e staurants is shown in letters now being received three double-ended boilers, each of which has been
by the Hotel Section of the Food Administration. appraised at $60,000. These three boilers alone are,
These correspondents not only show a desire to co- therefore, worth $180,000. The boilers are of such
operate in food savin~ by eating corn bread instead size that to make them of use to install in other
of wheat, but manifest an appetite for corn delica- ships they will probably be made more valuable by
cies themselves, frequent references being made to cutting them in two. One boiler is to be divided in
johnnycake, ash cake, corn pone, and other forms of this way and will be installed in the wrecking commaize bread common in Southern States. Hotel pany's tug Champion. The wreckers have proyed
men are advised to utilize this widespread .demand some interesting theories in their finds in the beand serve what their patrons want on the two-fold tween deck spaces of the cruiser. The layman might
ground of duty and appetite.
think that the boilers would be worthless after lying
under water for a period of seven years, but as a
matter of fact there is no rust on them. Forty feet
If you, a drafted man, believe that statistics tell below the water the wreckers took out a quantity of
the truth, you will feel as safe in France as you timbers, and where the sticks of lumber are of good
usually do in the streets of New York. So says size they are in just as good condition to-day as
Roger W. Babson, the eminent statistician, in when they went under. Spruce timbers six by six
Popular Science Monthly. Furthermore, he says inches, and some big pine sticks float as well to-day
that the man who is connected with the heavy field as ever in spite of their long immersion in water.
artillery is no more likely to be killed than one in the Up to the present time the amount of junk salvaged
employ of a railroad.. However, he does not hold out from the cruiser is about 800 tons. lt is expected
such high hopes for the lieutenants, sergeants and Ithat when the work is completed there will be about
Lcorporals, the death rate being very much greater as much more.''
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RUSHING LIFE FOR ALL HE WAS WORTH
By CAPTAIN GEORGE W. GRANVIIJ...E
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XV (continued)
Crash! The ax blade sank into the panels of the
door. Again and again Hunter struck, making splin"Where is 'the key?"
"That has never been found since uncle's death." ters and chips fly until he had shattered all the
"Lissa, with your permission, I'm going to have wood around the lock.
Then he wrenched the door open. The three exthat door opened or battered down. May I?"
The girl hesitated for an instant, then answered: plored into a closet some six feet by eight.
On shelves were stored away ledgers and other
"Do as you think best, Hal."
"Parket !" roared down the boy, over the balus- account books, and boxes of pl'ivate papers.
But no sign was there of any human presence
trade.
there save their own, nor was there any recess or
There came no r esponse from below.
nook in this cupboard in which any one could have
"Parker!"
hidden.
Still no answer.
High up, at the back of the cupboard, there was
"Confound that fellow - asleep at the switch!"
gritted H::il. "Lissa, wait here just a moment. I'll a window, a small one, but this was covered by a
grating of iron bars, and Hal, climbing up, made
run down and wake him." '
Lissa remained there bravely enough, smiling to su:ie that these had not been disturbed fron;i their
herself as she thought how easily she had hood- secure fastenings.
There was nothing here to account for the mys- ·
winked this generous boy who had such trusting
tery.
faith in woman that he could not distinguish beBut Hal, aroused to a complete search and extween angels and demons.
ploration, kept the butler and his cousin on the
"LiSsa, you fiend in petticoats!" sounded that muf- move until some
two hours after daylight.
fled, ac~using, ghostly voice, so faint that it sounded
Then, still baffled, Hal Hunter left the house,
far off.
,going back to his own rooms for a few hours of
But Hal's cousin heard, or else dreamed that she restless,
dreamful sleep.
heard, such a voice.
'
Snatching 'up her skirts, she fairly flew down the
stairs, shrieking, just as Hal and the sleeping ParCHAPTER XVI.
ker came out of the library.
A FEARFUL PRESENT.
Hal darted up to his cousin's side. She told him,
Early in the afternoon Hal went back, out toward
fec.rfully, what she had just heard.
the Lyons mansion, for he felt certain Lissa, nerve• "It's on your nerves now. Tnat's what makes you racked, would find comfort in his presence.
fancy such things." the boy explained, soothingly,
As he neared the house, however, he saw thE
as he stroked her hand.
blinds drawn close over the windows of his cousin'~
Parker, grumbling, disappeared, but came back room, and noticed the air of strict quiet _.o ver the
with an ax.
place.
The butler followed the younger people up the
"I guess the poor child is still sleeping," he mut. ,
stairs.
·
tered. "I won't wake her yet. Hello, there are tilE
"There's the door," said Hal, pointing as they girls over on Mrs. Henderson's veranda. I'll dror
halted. "There seems to be some mischief there. over and chat with them for a while."
We can't unlock it, so Miss L~ons directs that you
Both Elsie and Jessie were polite enough, even tG
chop it down."
smiling a welcome to him.
.
"I don't like that job, sir," exclaimed Parker,
But Hal was no more than seated than Elsie lie
shrinking back. "It seems, begg·ing your pardon, gan quietly:
sir, almost like disturbing the dead."
"So your Cousin Lissa has gone away, I\Ir. HunHal didn't argue. He merely snatched the ax ter?"
·
from the butler's hands, swinging it over his own
"Has she?" asked Hal, looking bluntly at hi~
head as he counted:
informant.
"One, two---:..
"Why, she was driven off in a cal> thi.9 mo:ruing-.
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F rom P arker our hero h~~d heard 'c ~ there had
at about ten o'clock. At the same time a wagon t ook
r..o further sigi1s of a ghost at t h\c! house.
beG11
away three of her trunks."
alsQ heard t hat J essie CranstQn was still visitHal
Hal,
aculated
ej
mean?"
that
does
What
"Blazes !
ing Elsie Henderson.
lertping to his feet.
"I must go up and visit the H endersons to-morThen, r ecovering, he said:
They'll think it queer, my stayirig away so
ow.
r
I
me.
to
news
is
"I beg your pardon, but this
long."
must find out what it means."
mind,
With an added word of excuse Hal hurried over · That thought often crept into Hal Hunter 's
call.
the
make
to
esolved
r
y
frequentl
he
and
into the next yard.
But it was always planned for the morr ow, for the
"What a mean coquette Lissa Lyons is, to torwholly
ment the boy in that fashion!" utter ed Elsie, in- r ..;ason that now his .mind was settled almost
.
on his patent.
dignantly .
Not t hat he neve.r thought of Lissa. He thought
"Hal Hunter has a lot to learn about girls," reher often, wonder ing where she was, and trying
of
head.
her
of
toss
a
mar ked J essie Cranston with
to guess the solution of the myst ery up at her home
"Some kinds of girls!',' ret~rted Elsie.
that had so frightened her.
"That's what I mean."
"Oh, some day it'll all be explained," he muttered,
as
Par ker, solemn-fa ced and quiet-man nered
then went back with all his thoughts on the
and
house.
other
the
of
usual, met Hal at the do6r
"Miss Lyons just went away. That's all I know, model that was gr owing in his wor k-r oom.
O:µe afternoon late there came a sharp knock on
sir," the butler replied to our hero's eager questions.
doot.
the
she'd
"She didn't say where she was going, or when
in!" called H1:1nter.
"Come
sir,
yourself,
for
see
could
be home again. As you
(Il came in, bearing a wooden box
expressma
An
been
what's
by
out
n
wor
and
excited
enibly
t
she was
staple and padlock.
hasp,
a
by
fastened
happenin g in this house, sir."
tied a heavy, strong envelope,
was
staple
the
To
don't
"You
''Poor, terrified girl!" sighed Hal.
labeled:
and
sealed,
Parker."
,
seem afraid yourself
"The key!"
"If there's a ghost in this house, sir, it ain't a"What's all this ?" asked our hero curiously.
troubling me, sir," replied the butler with c~ignity.
"Some printing on top of the l;?ox explains it,"
sir,
ghost,
a
"Folks that ain't done anything against
the expressm an. "Sign on my book, please."
grinned
sir.
them,
troubling
its
of
don't need to be afraid
Hal signed, and the expressm an departed.
At least that's what I feel, sir."
On top of the ·lid Hal read, besides his own name
"Nei~her has Miss Lyons done anything against
address, these lettered words:
and
alive,"
or
the memory or feelings of any one, dead
little remembra nce from friends in the old
"A
like
not
did
he
because
also
and
retorted Hal loyally,
home town."
the butler's :·nanner.
"Now, that's mighty nice of somebody," mur"I'm n9t just exactly saying that she has, sir,"
Hal. "I wonder who has sent it here to me?
mured
muttered the butler.
·
what's inside will tell the story."
suppose
I
long
"as
sharply,
rather
boy,
the
"Parker!" spoke
drew
envelope,
the
on
seal
the
Eagerly he broke
as you're here I hope you won't forget that you:re
a twist.
in Miss Lyons' service, and therefore bound to be out a key, fitted it in the padlock, and gave lid.
the
up
threw
he
n,
expectatio
of
fulJ
Then,
loyal to her."
As he did so he fell back with a cry, a gasping
"I'll rei:nember that, sir,'' replied Parker, but stifvent of horror.
fened a bit.
For the inside of the box proved to be swarming
"If. you get any word from Miss Lissa, will you
huge, disgusting -looking insects with hairy
with
send some one to let me know?"
and bright, dangerous, gleaming eyes.
bodies
myself."
come
I'll
"Yes, sir ; or
They looked like huge spiders, but Hal knew, in an
Wonderin g what Lissa's sudden flight could mean,
what they were, from pictures he had seen.
instant,
and why she had allowed herself to become so frightlas!" he quivered in horror. "The deadly
''Tarantu
be
probably
ened over a seeming ghost that could
of the southwes tern deser ts! As
pests
poisonous
the
forgot
r
altogethe
Hal
way,
solved in a natural
rattlesnak es! What fiend can
many
two girls on the Henderso n veranda as he went out deadly as so
here?"
them
sent
have
at the gate.
As he stood rooted to the spot with horror, scores
Instead of going back to them, he walked with
the hideous things swarmed over the box sides,
of
own
his head down and his mind busy, back to his
the floor a:tl.d staring at him.
covering
lodgings.
recovered his presence of mind, these
Hal
Ere
Lissa.
of
word
no
still
and
by,
passed
A fortnight
Iri t~-ie meantime our hero stuck much to his rooms, glaring, hissing, angry things had spread between
him and the windows and doors, cutting off all
save for a walk now and then.
chance of escape.
work
his
with
interfere
to
happened
So. much had
"Merciful heaven!" shuddere d the dazed, terrified
industriin
time
his
put
he
now
that
patent
on his
boy.
completoward
0~1sly, and the model rapidlY. grew
(To be r.ontinued.)
bon.
1
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
A NEGRO WOMAN'S GRATITUDE.
Margaret Lawrence, born a slave in Eatontown,
N. C., seventy years ago, left $1,000 when she died
recently. For thirty-three years she had been a
servant in the family of St. Clair Smith of 47 West
'
50th street, whom her will named executor.
E.
Mrs.
to
quilt;
silk
a
Smith
Mr.
to
.willed
She
1
Cornelia Herbert of 107 West 34th street, clothing
valued at $100; to Katherine Smith, $200, and to
~red Mo_ntgomery Smith, $700. Most of the money
is thus given to members of the family for which the
old "mammy" worked so long.
ARABS LOOT WRECKED SHIP
Sergeant J. Harte of the inland water transport
recently had a narrow escape from being murdered
by Arabs after he and some companions were shipwrecked. In tow of ~ tug the party was proceeding
from Aden to Muscat on a barge when the tug
foundered in a hurricane. The barge was driven
ashore on the Arabian coast and 300 Arabs armed
with knives, swarmed aboard, looted the ves~el, and
threatened the crew with death.
On the following day the Arabs began to fight
among themselves. When the guard left the prisoners to join in the fight they crawled away and escaped over the mountain into the desert, over which
they tramped for nine days, practically without food
or water. E ventually they arrived at a place where
friendly natives lent th~m a dhow of about 250 tons.
After eight days of forther privations they were
taken on board a warship which had been despatched to .the scene of the wreck.
"POOR LITTLE RICH BOY'' BECOMES $50,000
RICHER.
By the fin.dings of Franklin Couch of Peekskill,
N. Y., referee appointed by Sqrrogate Sawyer of
Westchester county to pass upon the accounts of
Thomas Frederick Lee of White Plains, executor under the will of his wife, Mrs. Georgia Crossman Lee,
filed the other day, William Crossman Lee, known
as the "Poor Little Rich Boy," of White Plains, is
·
$50,000 i·icher.
Objection was mar1e to tJ1e accounting of Mr. Lee
pon t he ground that three notes, aggregating
50,000, made out to Frederick F. Green, :i.s trustee,
y Mrs. Lee. were not executed by her and could not
e surchm g::ct ar.-2~n st t!1 e esbt<0.
The referee frnrls two notes were made while Mrs.
ee was in a hospital. Hr s~ys that, though her
ignature is genuine, no other part is in her handriting, and adds th-at "Mrs. Lee's condition was
uch that she might easily ha·;c been made the vicim of fraud."

The lad inherited an estate estimated to be worth
$2,000,000 from his grandfather, William Crossman
of Manhattan. Recently this estate was increased
$150,000 by investments made by De Wit t H. L;,-on
·
of Portchester, general guardian.
THE PRICE OF HUMAN HAIR
Strange as it may seem; the downfall of the
Manchu dynasty in China, in 1911, has added its
share to the high cost of living by boosting the price
of human hair, an indispensr..ble par t of... the toilet
of mp.ny fastidious women of the near East. China's
queue was abolished by resolution on November 20
of that year. Now in many parts of Middle and
South China the queue has practically disappeared,
and that vast industry, the growing of human hair
for the American market, has received a serious
Where 3,526,933 pounds of hair were
setback.
shipped from China in 1910, only 1,500,000 came
across last year. Hence the higher prices for nets
·
and switches.
A Chinese queue averages three ounces. The
shipments in the past six years have used up more .
than 90,000,000 queues, which is "approximately
half the estimated male population of China, incbding queueless infants," to quote Consul General
Thomas Sammons of Shanghai. As the older men
still refuse to part with their cherished queues, there
is lik(:)ly to be increasing difficulty every year to get
enough Chinese male hair to supply the demands of
American women.
_
As Mr. Sammon!> says:
"Since 1912 and 1913 the queues of men have not
been . readily obtainable, and the hair dealers are
becoming more and more dependent upon the combings of women. Men who have dispensed with the
queue in a good many instances allow their hair ·to
grow to a length of eight inch~s or more, and such
lengths when cut are saved by the barber and sold
to the small trader in hair. These small dealers
make regular calls at barber shops and canvass the
homes of the Chinese, collecting cuttings and combings and an occasional queue, all of which find tlieir
way fir',ally to the central markets, where they ~re
taken in hand by the wholesale dealers. Many poor
women ·sacrifice their hair in times of stress, and
large numbers of them ,during periods of flood or
famine.
"Hair is prepared for export in some markets by
tying it into bundles containing hair of approximately the same iength.1 The lengths run from eight
to thirty-six inches. l\Iost of the exports go to England, France, and the United States, where the hair
is manufactured mto switches, curls, bangs, wigs,
et!., of such color as may be desired.
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thought best "for benefits to the soldiers now serving in foreign lands." The letter and draft were
sent to Secretary Baker and by him transmitted to
General Pershing, to be expended by the commander
of the American Expeditionary Forces "in the relief
of a soldier or soldiers in some case of peculiar misfortune beyond the relief of ordinary army funds."
In acknowledging the gift the President wrote to
Mr. Potts: "I feel sure that this disposition of the
money will meet with. your approval, and that it
will ple'ase General Pershing to know that a service
which it was a pleasure for a soldier to render to a
citizen brings as a consequence relief to a soldier in
misfortune and separated by the width of the sea
from his home and friends."

..

-·-
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Grins and Chuckles

Would-be Writer-What do you consfder the
most important for a beginner in literature? Old
What is believed to be the largest pearl ever found Hand-A small appetite.
in the Maumee r iver, Ohio, is now on display. It
weighs 71/~ grains and has a white luster, of perfect
"An' how are thim twins o' yours, Mrs. Casey,
finish. It was found near here by Mrs. H. E. Sell thot look so much aloike ?" "Sure, wan o' thim's
while she and her husband were digging for clams sjck, an' we don't know which wan!"
for bait.
"I told Uncle Tom that he was getting too old and
to attend to business." "Did he take it kindfeeble
24
The net balance in the Treasury on November
unexpectedly went to a new high record of $1,968,- ly?" "He threw me out of the office."
000,000, mainly because of receipts of $257,000,000
Bal~y Moore-So Fetherhed went on the stage, did
from Liberty Loan payments. This brought the
Calvert, Jr.-Yep. "And how does he rank?"
he?
to
Loan
Liberty
the
total reported this week from
$1,914,000,000, exclusive of payments in credit and "It isn't a case of 'does,' but 'is.' "
by certificates of indebtedness.
Jasper-What do you suppose your father will say
when I speak to him? Beryl (sure of him now) Co-eds of the Kansas Wesleyan Business College He won't say anything. He'll be speechless with joy.
have opened a shoe shining parlor in a first-floor
room ' in the college building and shined shoes all
He had proposed and been rejected. "Very well,"
day for 5 cents a pair. The receipts will be given
said coldly, "there will come a time when your
he
The
body.
student
to a war fund pledged by the
girls will conduct the shining parlor each Saturday treatment of me will be regretted." "I shall never
regret it,'' she replied. "Oh, I don't mean you," he
until the-fund has been raised.
returned. "I refer to the man whom you will finally
accept."
Judge A. B. Moore, chairman of the farms committee of the Chatham County Commissioners, Ga., .
"Willie, ~hat did you tell the trunkmaker yesterhas called the particular attention of the commiswhen I sent you around there to tell him to
day
sioners to the State prison regulation requiring
up the trunk I had ordered?" "I t old him to
hurry
white bread to be fed to prisoners at least three
days each week. He declares the provision should send the trunk." "But I must have a strap with it.
not' be enforced to the letter on account of the neces- He didn't send the strap." "No, father," said Willie
sity for conserving the wheat supply and states that sweetly. "I told him I thought you hadn't better
the experiment of using wholesome corn bread in have any strap."
abundant quantities instead has pr?ved satisfactory.
According to their own account, the children were
Twenty-eight years after he was saved from death first in something at school; one was first in reading,
)n the Apache Indian Reservation by a detachment another in arithmetic, another in sports. Bertie
::>f men of the United States ArmY,, J. R. Potts, of alone remained silent. "Well, Bertie, how about
Holtville, Cal., reminded the army of his gratitu(e you?" his uncle asked. "Aren't you first in anyon October 26 by sending $50 to President Wilsen thing?" "Yes," said honest Bertie. "I am first out
to be used by him in whatever fund the President of the building when the bell rings."
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"That will presently appear, Miss Ward," I said.
I"And
now allow me to ask, why did your aunt ob-

ject?"
"Well, Mr . Clar k, I will t ell you. Char les, who is
a young lawyer just beginning the pract ise of his
I was sent over t o Brooklyn one mo1·ning about profession has one failing_:_a love of strong drink.
three years ago to the residence of Mrs. Floyd, a Despite this I v,ras willing to man y h im, thinking .
wealthy ·widow, who lived in grand st yle in an ele- that I would.. be able to r efor m him. But my a unt
gant mansion on the Height s.
opposed this determination , and forbade me having
11frs. Floyd 11ad been murdered the night befor e in anything to do with him. H er word was law with
the most brutal munner.
me, for since I ·was left an orphan, t en years ago,
stabbed
and
bed
her
from
dragged
been
she has been to me all that a mother could be. So I
She had
in a dozen places.
bade Charles discontinue his visits to the house,
I did not break our engagemen t. I thought
though
feet
several
floor
the
upon
lying
found
was
She
from her bed, in the morning, by her niece, a young that I should in time be able to change my aunt's
Judy whom she had adopted as her daughter, and opinion of him, and he promised to aid me by abstaining entirely from strong drink. But, alas! he
who had .ijved with her for several years.
has not kept that pr omise, and I fear that his terI was required to find the murderer, if possible.
complete mastery of him.
On my arrival at the mansion I was ushered into rible passion has gained you know all, for goodthat
Clark,
]\fr.
now,
And
the r oom where lay the body of the murdered
ness sake tell me why you have asked these quesvY01nan.
tions?"
had
lady
Everything was exactly as t he young
In r eply I showed her the three letters, saying:
found it, except that the body of Mrs. Floyd had
"I found these fetters in the room not ten minutes
been laid upon the bed.
Evidently the poor woman had struggled hard for ago, Miss Ward."
Her mind instantly gr asped the situation.
,
her life.
sir," she gasped, "you suspect him of the
"Oh,
Several art icles of furniture were upturned, and
crime! Mr. Clark, he is not guilty! He would be
t he carpet vvas stained.
'
"Have you a ny idea at what hour the murder to<..'k incapable of the act."
the case,
be
to
ove
pr
will
such
that
"Let us hope
place'?" I inquired of Miss Ward, t he niece, who con··
rest
innocent,
Teally
is
he
"If
said.
I
Ward,''
Miss
ducted me to the room.
crime."
the
for
suffer.
not
shall
he
assured
the
in
one
"No
reply.
"No, sir ," was her tearful
But in my own mind I was firmly c<Jnvinced that
house heard unything during the night. All, with
the exception of myself, sleep on t he t op floor of the Char les Stoddart was the murderer.
:10use. I sleep in the room dir ectly above this; but
I went to the window.
I heard no noise whatever."
The room was at the back of the house on the
soon
was
and
apartment,
the
of
search
a
I b8gan
second story, and a g!'ape arbor which extended to
rewarded by finding t hree letters, vvhich had appar- within three feet of the window-sill might have been
ently fallen from the mur derer's pocket.
the ineans b:y which the murderer enter ed his vicThey were lying under one of the overturned tim's room.
chairs.
And that it had been, a brief examinatio n of the
I r ead the directions upon the envelopes.
grape vine soon convinced me.
It was "Charles R. Stoddart, No. - Fulton street,
Several of the tender branches were broken, and
Drooklyn."
leaves were crushed in a number of phlces.
the
I put the letters in my pocket.
Soon after making this discovery I took my deThen I summoned Miss Ward, who had left the
and proceeded to the office of the young
parture,
r oom.
lawyer, Charles Stoddart.
When she appeared I asked her:
I was so certain of his guilt that I determined to
"Do you know a person named Charles R. Stodthe arrest at once.
make
dart?"
Stoddart in his office alone.
found
I
instantly.
paled
H er beautiful face
a fine-looking young man, apparently
was
He
"I do, sit," she said, "but for heaven's sake why
e or four years of age.
twenty-thre
about
do you ask that at this dreadful time? What has he
I said, "I want you."
Stoddart,''
"Mr.
to do with this t errible affair ?"
,he asked in astonishme nt.
you?"
are
"Who
asked.
I
d,"
War
Miss
he,
is
"Who
"I am a detective, and I arrest you for the murder
F or a moment sh<:: hesitated; then she replied: •
of Mrs. Floyd."
"He is my affianced hµ sband."
He sprang to his feet, an expression of blank
stood
affairs
how
of
On hearing this a suspicion
amazement upon his face.
at once entered my mind.
"Mrs. Floyd murdered!" he cried. "And I ar"Did your aunt approve of the match?" I asked.
for the crime!"
rested
what
"But
" No, sir, 8he did not," waS' the reply.
this acting?
Was
murder?"
the
with
do
as this to
By Alexander Armstrong
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If so the young man might have made a fortune
upon the stage.
"I am not guilty sir " he r~sumec1 "Before heaven
'
' '
I swear it."
"You will have an opportunity of proving the
truth of that statement shortly," I ~aid.
In spite of myself my belief in his guilt began to
weaken as I looked into his clear eyes, which unfalteringly met mine.
"I will go with you, sir," he said, "but for heaven's
sake let me first explain to you that I lost these letters night before last.'~
.
"Lost them.! How?'~
"Well, to tell you the truth, I was intoxicated, so
much so that I had to be carried home by a friend.
While in this state I lost the letters in some way.''
"Who was the friend who took you home?"
"Mr. Eldridge Dale, a well-known Fulton street
merchant."
Well, Charles Stoddart submitted to his arrest
without resistance, and in less than half an hour
was in the Raymond street jail.
But somehow I was ill at ease.
.
I feared I had made a mistake.
However, if Stoddart were really innocent, I determined that I would find it out and bring the
'
guilty party to justice.
I began a few inquiries about this Mr. Eldridge
Dale, inquiries prompted by certain suspicions
which had entered my mind.
He was, as Charles Stoddart had said, a well.
known n;ierchant.
He was a bachelor, and lived two doors from Mrs.
'
Floyd's late residence.
He had the reputation of being quite wealthy, but
my inquiries soon elicited the fact that he had been
living beyond his means, and had mortgaged his
house for ten thousand dollars.
This mortgage was due on the day following Mrs.
Floyd's murder, and Mrs. Floyd was the holder of it.
On learning this I at once went to Mr. Dale's residence.
He was not in, but I secured admission to his
room, where I began a search, the result of which
will presently appear.
On leaving the house I went to Mr. Dale's office.
I was admitted, and found the merchant to be a
portly, fine-looking man of about thirty-five.
I introduced myself as the late Mrs. Floyd's lawyer, who was doing something towards settling up
her business affairs.
"Well, it seems to me that you are in a great
hurry," he growled. "You might wait until the
woman is cold, anyhow. However, what can I do
for you?"
"I would like to make a few inquiries about that
mortgage on your house which is due to-day,'' I said.
"That mortgage was paid in full yesterday," he
replied, "and is now in my possession."
"Oh, indeed! and how did it come in 'y our possession?" I asked.
,,-

"How the deu~e do you think?" he asked, apparently not liking the tone which I assumed.
"I'll tell you what I think," I said. "I think that
you stole it after you murdered Mrs. Floyd."
He sprang to his feet, but immediately sank back
into his chair, his face as pale as death.
"The fact is, Mr. Dale," I resumed, "I am a detective, and I know all about the matter. You stole
those letters from Charles Stoddart's pocket when
he was too drunk to be conscious of the fact. You
dropped them upon the floor in Mrs. Floyd's room
to make it appear that the young lawyer was guilty
of the crime.
"Shall I tell you how the murder was committed'{
You gained access to Mrs. Floyd's room by climbing up the grape arbor. After the deed was done
you retreated in the same way. The knife with
which you committed the de~d you hid in a drawer
in your desk. You--"
"Hang you!" hissed Dale, springing to his feet,
"you have found me out, I see, and you shall be well
paid for your trouble.'~
He drew a revolver and leveled it at me.
But I knocked up the muzzle of the weapon and
the charge entered the ceiling.
Then I disarmed the villain, and with the assistance of a couple of his clerks, who, on hearing the
report, rushed into the office, succeeded in overpowering him and slipping a pair of handcuffs upon
his wrists, notwithstanding his desperate resistance.
Dale was tried and found guilty of the murder and
sentenced to be hung.
But he cheated the gallows by taking poison a few
days before the time appointed for his execution.
Charles Stoddart, on being released, swore that he
would never again touch a drop of liquor, and from
that ·time to this he has kept his oath.
.He is now the husband of Miss Ward, and has
never ceased to be thankful for his lucky escape
from the terrible fate to which he was so near being
consigned through the instrumentality of the Three
Letters.

.. ..... ..

Increased cost of materials pq_ts a pre,miwn upon
the baker's ingenuity in devising new formulas for
cake, according to The Bakers' Helper. Granulated
sugar is used in place of powdered sugar. Brown
sugars and molasses have been found economical
for cakes and cookies containing spices. The flavor
of dark sugars and molasses pleases the public to
such an extent that very often these cakes sell better than goods made with white sugar; both as a
matter of flavor and of reduced cost. Lard is now
used in cake where butter was formerly considered
an indispensable shortening, and other savings are
made by eliminating icings and frostings. Some
cakes are slightly reduced in size-lady fingers, for
instance. A sharp rise in the cost of almonds and
other nuts has led to the reduction of quantities used
in cake. As a rule, the bakers find it advisable to
either raise the price or reduce the size of the cake
rather than cheapen the quality.
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NEWS OF THE .DAY
SAILORS ROPE ARCTIC DEER
Meatless days aboard the steamer Alaska, Seattle,
W;... h., recently from an eventful trip up the Yukon,
Wlll be unknown for some time.
Sailors, standing in the bow of the vessel, roped a
number of caribou, or Arctic deer, which constantly
swam around the vessel as she plied her way upstream.
A big herd was encountered a mile from Eagle
City, on the way to Fairbanks, and furnished great
spott for the crew. Another herd, numbering about
10,000, v1 ill appear shortly at a point near Dawson,
say hunters who have been following them. There
will be pl~nty of meat here · this winter.

SQUIRREL AND HEN.
An alliance has been formed between one of Auditor George W. Stoner's squirrels in the Court House
yard, Jeffe,rsonville, Ind., and one of Sheriff Will
Long's hens, involuntary perhaps on the part of the
former.
For the benefit of the squirrel a1l ear of corn was
hung on the bough of a tree near the Court House
door, 12 feet or so from the ground. The squirrel
would feast here and when it did so the hen would
take up her station at the foot of the tree and eat
that pal't of the grain rejected by the squirrel.
The squirrels will come into the Court House and
take nuts from the Auditor or most of the other officials and attaches of the place. Occasionally the
nut expert is tried with a bad one, but after a twist
or two in its paws the bad nut is rejected.

SOLDIERS DRIVE RABBITS.
When 4,000 men of the Minnesota and South Dakota units at Camp Cody, Deming, N. M., went on a
big jack-rabbit "drive" recently, the mule-ea.r ed,
long-legged pests of the Southwest encountered, but
failed to check, one of the most vigorous attacks they
have met since .the days of the Mexican War, according to Ario Bartholomew, a Minneapolis man
with the 135th Infantry (First Minnesota).
A quick hunt over an area about five miles square
brought down nearly 1,000 rabbits. The soldiers
scattered over the desert and drove the animals into
the center where they were clubbed.
Besides jack rabbits the country near Camp Cody
is alive with many kinds of animals and reptiles,
including deer, quail, sage hens, goats, mountain tarantulas, centipedes, scorpions and rattlesnakes. Gila
monsters and horn toads also discourage the soldiers
in their desire t0 tramp about barefooted.

MISTOOK BIG FISH.
Fred Radsplnner of ·Aurora, an enlisted man in
the United States navy', who has been in Shelbyville,
Ind., visiting an uncle and aunt, related an interc~:ing tale of a voyage across the Atlantic with ~
merchant vessel since th opening of the war. The
ship on which he was assigned carried 8,000 tons
of gasoline.
The vessel slipped away from this country at
night and was guarded for a time by an American
patrol boat, Radspinner says. Thirteen days after
leaving this country the vessel wus picked up by an
English patrol boat near the coast of Ireland. Vv h 0J.
nearing Lands End the vessel was caught in a heavy
fog, and when it lifted the American ship found itself surrounded by ships from every nation except
Germany.
· Here it was that a real thrill was ·experic:1ced.
The watch reported a submarine following. It was
later found that the submarine was a larg~ fis11 that
had crossed the bow of the vessel, leaving in its ·wake
a trail ·resembling that of an underwater c1·0.ft.
The American vessel was finally steered behind
the submarine net at Falmouth. Then the voyage
was resumed to Pprtsmouth, and ther:.:: vras.convoyed'
by an English destroyer to France, where the car go
was unloaded.
OUR SAVINGS AND OUR _,-\.RlVIY.
"Our gallant ~en in the field will do the fighting
with true American valor, but the responsibility
rests upon you and me and every other citizen of
the United States who is not in active field service
to provide them with the equipment and machines
to enable them to fight successfully.
"Valor alone is not going to destroy the Kafrer
and military despotism. We ml1st have organization
back of it. Every man in this country must be a
patriot.
"The value of the war-savings plan consists not
alone in the amount of money which the people ·of
the United States may lend to their Government
upon the certificates which are sold, but als'o in the
lesson which will be taught, in the habits of thriH
that will be inculcated as a result of it. What this
will mean in cqnserving the resources of America is
inestimable. What this will mean in the future
economy of America is incalculable.
"Victory can only be won by the valor of our soldiers, combined with the intelligent use of our resources. Savings and economy enlarge the available
resources of the country for war, and the industry
of the people is necessary to put these resources in
the form which will enable our soldiers to use them
with victorious effect upon the battle fronts.''From speech of Secretary McAdoo.

so
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f'ISH BITES BACK.

"I am fully ·convinced that our soldiers an.d sailors

~ fr~shwater :fish which was ab~ut to be prepared would be better off if one-third of the food issued to

for the table by Nicholas Koll, of Wilmington, Del.,
recently rebelled, and before the astonished man
knew what had happened he had been bitten on
'
the wrists by the fish.
He rushed wildly into the Delaware Hospital for
t:eatment and was reassured only when the physicians there explained to him that the fish was not
related to the snake family and that there was no
danger of him dying from its bite.
To t~e best of their knowledge, the physicians
stated! it was the first time they ever had a patient
suffermg from a bite from a fish.
PLOT TO A VOID SERVICE.
Dr. Gordon and a Russian woman, Mrs. Lesheim,
w~re ~rres~ed in Seattle, Wash., recently, charged
with v10latmg the ·Selective Service Act by plotting
to :perform throat operations upon registered men,
which would render them unfit for service in the
army. Authorities say they suspect the plot is of
·
a German origin.
The two, according to Assistant United States Att?rney Ben L. Moore, agreed to perfor an operat10n upon the throat of Joseph Gottstein, of Seattle.
They asked Gottstein for $3,000 for their services,
and guaranteed that the operation would render him
unfit for army service. Moore asserted it would
re,duce his voice to a whisper.
WHAT BECOMES OF THAT CENT?
A farmer comes to town with thirty apples, which
he sells three for a cent, getting, of course, 10 cents
for them.
Another farmer, also with thirty apples, sells
them two for a cent, getting 15 cents for his. They
get 25 cents in all. •
The next time they come in, with thirty apples
each, they meet at the edge of the town and put their
applP.s together, making sixty apples. One man having sold two for a cent, the other three for a cent
'
'"hey decide to sell them five for 2 cents.
They do so, and when they're thtough find out
they nave received but 24 cents.
The problem is, why did they not get as much for
their apples selling them five for 2 cents as they did
when they sold them separately, or, what becomes
of the cent?
DR. WILEY THINKS AMERICAN SOLDIERS
ARE OVERFED.
That our soldiers and sailors are getting too much
to eat, especially too much meat, is the contention of
. Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, food expert, and associate
editor of Good Housekeeping. He voices his opinion
in the current issue as follows:

them were cut out. The overfed soldier will not endure so much fatigue march so far, carry such heavy
burdens, or react so ~ell under wounds and surgical
operations as the one that is fed on a norm&l amou~t
of food. I believe, of course, very strongly t~at if
any error is committed in regard to the quantity of
food, it should be one the side .of excess rather ~han
insufficiency, but there is no need of going to either
extreme. Fortunately, the soldier and sailor are not
required to eat all their ration. They are allowed
a money. compensation for the part of the ration
that they do not draw. This happily leads not only
to thrift and economy ·but also to better health. If
the soldier does not like any particular part of his
ration, he can in favorable circumstances take its
money value and purchase what he does like. For
t)lese reasons we need not have any great fear that
the soldier and sailor are likely to be injured b)
over-eating.
CONVICTS WORK 65,000 ACRES ON FARMS.
The state of Texas in probably the largest farmer
in the world. Its agricultural operations are conducted by the State Penitentiary con"victs and the
area in cultivation of the different farms is approximately 65,000 acres. The'net income from the crops
this year will be about $1,500,000. If the price of
cotton continues to go up this profit may possibly
reach $2,000,000. The cotton crop is not yet all
picked and the total yield will be more than 16,000
bales. With the present price of a bale, including
the seed, around $165, there will be received from
this source alone approximately $2,650,000. From
this, of course, will have to be deducted certain expenses, including the maintenance of the convicts,
the purchase and keeping of the work stock, and
·
general farm equipment. ·
The sugar cane crop upon these plantations will
bring in a net revenue of about $40,000. The money
from the sale of hogs belonging to the State will
amount to about $50,000. Corn and. various other
kinds of crops will add very greatly to the total
income.
Inasmuch as the expenses for running the several
plantations aggregate approximately $1,000,000 annually, the total gross income this year would neces~
sarily have to be between $2,500,000 and $3,000,000
to leave net ·earnings of $1,500,000 to $2,000,000
that are in prospect. It is the opinion of the State
Pen~tentiary authorities that the gross income may
overreach the $3,000,000 mark. If cotton should go
to 30 cents per pound, as is now indicated, it would
mean the adding of about $400,000 to the value of
that crop, and instead of the net earnings being possibly $2.000.000. they would be about $2,500,000.
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A~n

ITCn l'OWDER.

As lttb po" der. Cacboo au<l Bombs arc
unmailable. we cannot a(·ccpt orders for !e's
tlrnn One Dollar's worth of an a ssortment .
They can he • ent by express only , 011 wblch
we " ·ill propuy the clln rge•.
WOLFF Novelty Co .. Hl8 W ?Sd St., N. Y.

AUTOMATIC COPYING PENCIL.

The

Importance of

carrying

a

~ood

re ..

liable pencil need not
bo dwelt u;:ion here.
It ls an absolute necessity with u• all..
The holdor ot this pencil I• beautl!ully
:ilckclcd v..tth grooved box-wood himdle, glv·
In;; a firm grip In writing; the pencil auto•
matlcally supplies th• lead as needed while
a box o! these long leads are s-tven .w ith each

pencil.

The writing ot thlo pencil lo lndellble

the aartl• as ink, and thus can be used in
writing letters, 3.ddreaai ng envelopes, etc.
Bills ot account or tnvolcea made out with

l\IAOIC CARD BOX.-A very cleverly made

!:'ox or exchanging or vanishing cards. In !act,
anv number ot tricks ot this character can be
performed by lt. A very necessary mai;lra l
e.ccessory.
Price, lDc.
f"ll...L:SK SlllTII. !83 Lenos Au., .IS, Y.
SCIENTIFIC

~n:.-.o

RF.AOING.

OLD MONEY WANTED

SNAP.PER CIGAR.

Th<.' real tiling for tbe c'.gar grafter. T•
smok~ you lllUSt have met b'ln
Hu
secs a few choice cigars In your pocket
ancl makes no bones al.Jont asking you !or
one. Yon are n,ll prepared for him this
time. How? Take one of these cigars snap·
pe"s (which ls so much like a real cigar
vou are linl>le t o smoke ·lt yourself by m!sinke ) Bend the spring back towards the
JlgM<>d eud. n11d ns you offer the cigar let
go the spri ng and the victim gets a sharp,
•ting-Ing snap on the fingers. A sure cure
for g-rnfters
Price. hy mall. ten cents
each. postpaid . or three for 21lc.
C. BI~HR. 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
vou

thla pencil can be copied the aame as It ~opy
Jng Ink wao used. It la the handle•! pencil
on the market; you do not re~ ulre t.. knife
to keep It s harp; it is ever ready, ever 11a.te,

and Juot the thing to carry.
Price of pencil, with box of leads complete, onJ,y
l&J.: a for 2bc.; <>ne dozen 90c. postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B 'klyn, N. Y.

$2 to $500 EACII pnld for Hnndreds of

$

Coins dated before 1895. K ee p ALL old
Money. You may have Coins worth a
Large Premium. Send 10c. for New
Illustrated Coin Value Boo!f', size 4x6.
Get Posted at Once.
CLARKE COIN CO., Box 35, Le Roy, N, Y.

WiZARD REPEATING
Guaranteed
will stop the
most vicious dog
man)
without per·
manent injury. P er·
fectly safe to carry
without danger
ot
leakage. Fires and recharges by pull ing trigger. Loads froui any llqulcl. No
cartridges required. 0Yer six shots in one
loading. All dealers. or by mail, 50e. Pis ·
to! wltb rubber -covered bolster. 55c. Holster
separate. 10c. Money order or U. S. stamps..
No coins.
PARKER, STEARNS & CO.,

273 Georgia Avenue, Brook1yn, N . Y.
ADAM'S TEASER PUZZLE,
This i a not cracker. '.l'he 1way to do it
is as follows: 'l·urn tbe top of the two
small loops toward you, taking hold of the
two large loops with eac b hand . Hold firm
the loop held witb the left band and pull tbe
other toward tbe right, and at tbc same time
i mpart a twisting mqtlon away from y~rn.
You can get the rest of tbe directions w1~b
the puzzle. Price 12 cents each, by mail,
postpaid.
Wolff NoTelty Co.,
g W. 28 d St., N. Y .

PJIANTO~I

CARDS.
DICE B ULLET.
'l' h is Bullet
From t!Ye car<l~ thrl'<I
a nd contents
'
are mentally selected by
~. :~ y
sny one. placed un1rr on
w I 11 afford
~:
orcllnary
hanclkerchlef.
you lots of
>- performer withdraws two
"game." Not,
=
. .
cards. the ones not- ee· _
howe'°er,
the
~~""."
, lected.; the performer In ·
kind ot game
(§
v!tes any one to remove
u s ually "got"
the other two, and to the g-reat astonishment
"·ltb bullets.
~ uf all they have R<'tunlly dlsappeue<I. No
The illustra1lelgbt-ot-bnnd. Recommended M the most
tion may suglngenlo'1s car dtrlck ever Invented.
Price
gest the Idea. This little noY~lty consl~ts
lOc. hy mall.
of a real sbell fitted with a hollow "bullef,"
C. BEllR, 150 W. Sid St., New York City.
and contains two small hone dice. This
wll! make a very acceptable g-ift to any ot
your sornier friends. E ach 15 cents, by mall,
LAUGHAllLE EGG TRICK.
postpaid.
This Is the funniest
C. BEHR, 150 W. G2d St., New York City.
: ripk ever exhibited and
always produces roars
of luugltter. 'l'be per·
A.UTO~IOHILE !'UZZLE.
former 6ays to the all·
SDEH!FF f!\l}(,:;:
'.l'bis little steel
dlence tbat he require!
puzzle ls one
With this badge at·
nome eggs tor one or
of tbe most
tache<l to your coat or
ills experiments. As 110
perplexing o n
rest you can show 1lle
Npectntor carries 11ny.
the market,
boys that you aro a be ralls bls assistant. Ups him on top ot
and yet when
sheriff, and IC tbe.r the !1ead, he 11ags, and 11n egg comes out or
:vou master It
don ' t behave t be m· bis mouth. '.I his ls repeated until six egg9
a child could
selves you uilght lock are produced. I: Is an 1;nsy trick to per·
do it. It mens·
them up. It Is u beaut!· Corm, ~nee you know bow, Rn<l nh•RY•
lo/.• by 4 Inch es. The trick Is to spell
fnl ntckel · plated l>a1Ii:e. makes n hit. Dlrectlou1 given for 1vorklo11 ur~s
out
words
as
indicated
on
the
cut. Price
2 1/~ by 2'h Inches In
It
Prke. 25 cents by mall. postpal<l.
cents each, l.Jv mail. p ostpaicl.
slr.e, wltb the wor<ls · WOLl' l' Novelty Co., 168 W. 2Sd St., N . Y. · 15Wolff
Noveltl·
Co.,
168
W.
23d
St., N. Y.
"SherHr 23. By Heck ..
In nickel letters on the .face of It, wit~ a pin
on the back for attachmg it to yout clo~h·
RUBBER llGC&E&.
THB SPIDER WED PUZZLR.
Ing. Senrl tor une and have sorne tun Wtlb
A ~ery lnterPstlng lit·
0
tie puzzle. It conslstl
tbirPc .{~·5 cents, or 3 'ror 40 cents ; eent bJ
ot a heavily nickeled
plate and brasa rlo".
m~l,F~o~~18; 1Sl5 Centre St .. U'klyn. N. Y.
'l'be ol.Jject ls to get
the
ring froru tile ~II.le
LUClt\' Pl':NNY POC!Cl':T PIECE.
to the center and back.
'.l'hls handsouie pocket
This Is very bard, hut
piece ls made of alu·
we
give
directions
min u•1n, resembling
making It easy. Price,
$01.flewbat io sJze and
10 rents ench, by mail,
Jppearnnce a
silver
llORtpald,
•
Rubber Vacuum ~uckers
do llar. In the center
FRANK 8)!1TH .
of the pocket piece le
ISS Lenos Al·e .. N. Y.
Tbe
latest
novelty out! Dishes and platr•
n new one-cent U. S.
will stick to the table, cup s to thr snuc·ers
roin, ln•erted In HU~l1
like
glue.
Put
one under a glass and then
a wav that It cannot
DEVTT.'S J.oCK PUZZJ,E.
tr v to lift it. You can' t.
Lot" of fun.
he removed.
(U. S.
Withou
t
e:tceptlon.
this
Aiways
put
it
on
a smooth surface and wet
Jaws prevent our
Is the hnrdc•t one or o.11. '.be rubber. Man.v other tricks can be ac·
•ho"·111i:: th!• coi n to
An<I Y"l· IC you have complished with this n ovelty.
our eng-ravtng)
On one ~id~ of the POl' ket
1he direct Ions yon can
Price, 12 cts. each hy ma\I. postpaid.
r>Jece 11 .-e the words. ·· 1.11 -;.k:• penn.r pocket
1·erv
easll v do It. Tt con·
. C. BEHR, 150 W. 62cl Street, N. Y.
piece; I 1.rlni;t gul)ll Incl<. nnrl thE> ~.<·'11:1l
Fi,ts of ·a rtng passed
or a horRe<hO'"· On the OPP<"lto shle. I am
throui:h
t"·o
links
on
your mascot." "Keep me- nnil 11E"'' er J:(I
•hafts. 'l'he shnnk• or
l\lAGIC PUZZLE KEYS.
broke ... nnd two spri g: ~ or four-lenfC'd clover.
this puzzle nre al":nY•
Two kevs Interlocked In such a manner
The:-:"' hn 11 <1somP p rwk<'t ptet·es nre hP..H&Yed
In the wny.
G<>t one It seems ·1mpo~slhle to separate them, but
by mnny to h., hnrhlnJ!<'r• of good luck.
when learneil lt Is easily done. Price 6c.
Prtce 12 ceuts; s for su <·1>11ts: t>.r mall. and learn how to tnke the ring otr. Price
lllc, by mall, ·postpaid. wltb dlrectlon9.
by mall, postpaid.
post~~l~EHR, 150 \V. 62d Street. N. Y.
U. F. LANG, 1S15 Centre 8~ P'klyll, N. Y. WOLF1'' Novelty Co., 16S W. 2Sd St., N. l'..

Wond~rful ! 8tarlliug ! Sci·
en tlllc ! You !Jaucl a frlcnrl
a bnu6.some s et of cards ou
whlo!J arc priilted the n:uue~
of the 28 Unitf'cl States Pres! ·
den ts.
A$k him to secretly
select a uame and bold the
card to his forehead an•\
tl1iuk of the unn1._e. Like ft
lla~b ~ou1e• 1l:e au~wer "Lincoln . ''nshlng
toa," or wuate,·er uame be Is thinking of.
The more you repeat It the more pnzzllng It
becomes. With our outfit :rou cnn do It any·
~·here, any time. with P.nyl.odr.
Startle
you• friends. Do It at the next party or
at J"Our club nnd I>~ tbe lion of the evening
This was ln,·e11t~d by a famous mn.£"1clan.
Price. with com plcle se~ of cards and full
lnstru c•!ous, 12 c~nt s, mniled. po~tpald.
<J. ngHR 150 ,V. 62d St .• New York City.
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postpaid, smull oizc, 25c eacll; lal'i•
size, 85e eacll.
mall.

1H . F. I.ANG, 181G C~ntre St .. B'klyn, N. Y

CARD

TRICK .

TRICK CIOARETT;

BOX.

This one Is a corker! Get a box right
away, If yo u want to have a barrel o! joy.
Here's t be secret: It looks <like an ordinary red box of Turkish cigarettes. But
It contains a trigger, under which you. place
a paper cap. Ofl'.er your friend a smoke
and b e rnl ~es the lid of the box. 'l'Lat explodes the ca p. and It .v ou are wise you will
get out ot slp:ht with the box before he gets
Street,
C. B.Elllt, 150 W. 6211
r thinking he was shot. Price 15c, postove
New York CU7.
palll..

1 o u place live carda In a
Hemove one ot them
hat.
nnd then ask your audience
bow muny remain. Upon exa mination the remaining tour
ha,-e vanished . A very clever
Price lOe, by mall.
trick.
1>ostp s.ld, wltb directi ons.

WOLFF Novelty Co .. 168 W. 23d St., N, Y.

HAGlC

~llltltOlt,

MIKADO

•al uuu leau luuuy ra.-.,s. BJ

' '' ub. lt 1 ~ ta tll c::u.: runroras upri~ilt
}' •H&J.' .lcat u res liccvm e llUrl',1..n-\·• lli . d
J._.uok i nt.:> it au:!ewlitti
~lo u gat C' tl.

uud your pill:.: 11rnadens ont .. ln
the m os t comical manuer. l:;u:e
31,IJ x 2y, luches, Ill a halll.IS->W•

n w1 ot·t·o case.
Prl t·c, 10 1·~ ; n ~ e uch , poi;;.tpald .
WOLFF Novell y Co., 168 W . ~3d St., N. Y.
111,::; ti1rn

BLOCK

PUZZLIL

Imported rrow J apno..
This neat little pu:.::.:le
consists o! six struugely
cnt pieces ot white wood
unassembled. 'l'he trick
is to so assemble the
blocks as to form a six
poiut cross. Price Uc.
·
by mail, postpaid.

H. F . J, A.NO, 1815 Ceo ·
tre St., B'kb•11, N. Y.

PAPEL BLANCO.

lf our caru s are placed in a
One card is re m oved
bat.
an d the balance are now
s hown to be c.!Jaugcd to
hla nk cards . The card• can
he thorougnly examined.
P rice lOc, by mail, pos tpaid.
H.F. LANO, 1815 Cent re St., B'kly n, JS, ¥ .
JAPANESE B.L"'°K PUZZLE,

Built up of a large
number o t grooved
Very
of wood.
pieces
An exact Imitation ot a pack
di cult to take apart,
or the finest quality playing
to put
difficult
very
and
cards In a very neat case.
together. It can be so
1 ou band the package to
d issected as to make a
your friend, requesting him
bank ot 1t and when reto shuffle the cards, and as
assembled would defy
be attempts to do ao a cap
the most ingenious bank
Inside expuodes loud enou.g h burglar outside ot prison. Price 85c, by
Lu muke him see stars. Price mail, postpaid.
postpaid.
25c, by mall.
1''.RANK SM.ITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N, Y.

THE C1tE El'ING ~IOt:SE.
Tbts is llle lulest uov(!l-.. J' vul. The mon 8"1
fa of

11

very naturnl ai.-11.·a t ance.

MONGOL PLAYING CARDS.

When

placell upon a mirr o r, "u11, '' i utlO\\ or a n1
o t her smooth surface, tt '' 11 1 ct'ee p slO\\ ,,
down wa rd witll out l~u ,· i11g l ll t· peq,c11d1cU ·
lar surface. lt Is rumi ;lictl wltll an ad ·
bestve gum·rol~ un<l c ruea t h which maa.k.e11
lt stick. Yer:r umu ~ iuj.! t o !" ' ' h yo 1u1~ 11.uu
ol<l . Price. ten rents uy 111:.ll.
\VOi.FF Novtlb Cu., ma· W . 23d St .• N. 'I.

C.

THE JOh!> tH'lti.B.

'J.' bls Ju ke •P11<e I• nn ordlnarJ
Iron spilrn ur very !urge nail, tho
same as is round tn U ll j eari.n!nter'•
uall box. At the small end Is a
small stee l needle, •,:. inch In
tcngtll. llrwly set in s1,, ke. '! 'a ke
your fri end's hut or coul 11ud bang
It on the wall by driving (with a
.
llummer) the spi~e throu i;ll It Into
.Lhe w11I!; 11.e uecdle lu s1u.1'e wUI
not Injure the ha t or ;;urrnent,
neither wiil it show on wull or wouu wbere
It bas been drlveu. '1'11e d cc~ ptl un is per·
rect, as the spike appeus to ha\'& been
dri ven bait-way througll tll ) l1a1 or coat,
which can be left huug111g on the wall.
Price, 10 cents, or & tor 2G ce11L•; uy ma!l,
.
poatpald.

BJ~ HR,

150 W. 62d St.,
lSew ¥orlr Cit;r.

THE MODERN DANCERS.

="

I

WOLt' l' Novelty Cb., 168 W. 23d St., N, Y.

T hese dance rs are set

IlllITATION BED BUGS.

Tbls loy i~ an exact lllllllltlon ot the
friendly li~tle teuow w bo s hares your bed,
out of your lland or leg ancl who ac·
cepts your lluwl>le hosp•lahty even with out a~ tnvltatiou. 'l'he !act that he also
Insists on imroduciug all bis friends anu
tamlly circle, so1u e1ln1es ma.kes him most
u.o popular wi th tlie ladies; m os t every
woman you know would have seven kinds
Ctt tits if she saw two, or even one, or
these Imitations on her ued8pread. Six are
contained In a transparent enveloi.>e. Price.
lOo . by mall.

iu a gilt frame, the size
ot our engraving. By

lighting a match and
moving it in circular
fo rm at the back they
can l>e m a de to dancP
b ea •
the
furi o usly,
from the match warw:
inp: them up. If you
want to see an up-todate tango dance send
for this pretty charm.
Price, 15 cents, or ll
for to cents, sent by .mall, postpa id.
W, 28d St., N. Y.
168
Co.,
Novelty
WOLFF
Y.
H. F. LA.NG, 1815 Oentre 8t., B'kl7n, N.

eat~
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''Movine Picture St r.ies''
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS

PRICE 6c PER COPY
.....
.....
PRICE 6c PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF!
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers I
OUT EVERY FRIDA y
32 PAGES OF READING
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits and Biographies of Actors and Actresses
'Six Stories of the Best Films on the Screena
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the Filma
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and while Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, an4 names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Ma)ccing Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MO:f:{E FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLIC.A TION ON THE MARKET l
Its authors are the very best that money ~ procure;its pr&fuse illustrations are exquisite, and its special articles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire

HARRY

E. WOLFF, Publisher, 166 West 23d Street, New York City

TJ-IE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
-LATEST ISSUES-

877 The Liberty Boys ot Brier Creek; or, Chasing the Eneml
878 The Llb<>rty Boys aud the Mysterious Frenchman; or, ~
862 The Lib11rty Boys and Coptaln Betts; or, Trying to Down
.
Secret Messenger of King Louis.
Tryon.
The Llberty Boys After the •'Pine Robbers"; or, The M
863 The Lll>ertv Boys at Bemis Heights; or, Helping to BfaT
i'
mouth County Marauders.
_
Burgoyne.
880 The Liberty Boys ond General Pick~ or. Chastising
864 Tbe Liberty Boys and the "Little Rebels"; or. The Boys
Cherokees.
Who Bothered the British.
'-"'-865 The Llherty Boys at New r,ondo
, The Fort Griswold
881 The Liberty Boys at BJackstock's; or, The BattJ~ .of Ty
Massacre.
River.
866 The Liberty Boys and Thomos J
, or, How They Save<!
882 The Liberty Boys and the "Busy Bees"; or, Lively Work
the Governor.
Around.
867 The Liberty Iloys Banished; or. Sent Away ' by General Howe.
883 Tbe Liberty Boys and Emily Gelger; or, After the
868 The Liberty Boys at the State Line; or. Desperate Doings
Scouts.
On the Dan River.
884 The Liberty Boys' 2000-Mlle Retreat; or, Chase<! from
869 The Liberty Boys' Terrible Trip; or, On Time In Spite of
tawba to Virginia.
Everything.
885 The Liberty Boys' Secr!'t Ordt!rs; or, The Treason of I.J
870 The Llherty Boys' Setback; or, Beset by Redcoats, Redskins
886 The Liberty Boys and the Hidden Avenger; or, The Mos
and Tories.
Man of Kipp's Bay.
871 The Liberty Boys and the Swede; or, The Scandinavian Re887 The Liberty Boy s ot Spring Hill; or. After Cluny the Trai
cruit.
888 The Liberty Boys and Rebecca Mottes; or, Fighting "
872 The Liberty BoyB' "Best Licks"; or, Working Hard to Win.
Fire Arrows,
873 The Liberty Boys ot Rocky Mount; or, Helping General
Sumter.
874 The Liberty Boys and the Regulators; or, Running the Royalists to Cover.
875 The Liberty Boys After Fenton; or, The Tory Desperado.
876 The Liberty Boys ond Captain Falls; or, The Bottle of
Romsour's Mills.
For sale by oll newsdeolers. or wlJJ be sent to ony address on receipt of price, 6 cents, per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

.,9

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher.

168 West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write ~
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by retu
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AR MONEY.

OUR TEN-C EN T

HAND BOOKS

No, 411. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEC· No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGNo, 7S. HOW . TO DO TRICKS W
TRICITY.-A descrlpt Ion of the wonderful RAPHER.-Contalnlng useful Information
NU~IBERS.-Showlug many curio.11s t
uses of electricity and electro magnetism; to- regarding the Camera and how to work It;
with
figures and the magic of numbers.
gether with full Instructions for making also how to .. make Photographic Magic LanA. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Electrlc Toys, Batteries, etc. By George tern Slides and other Trllnsparencles. HandNo.
74. HOW TO WRITE l,ETT
Trebel, A.M., M.D. Containing over fifty ii- somely 1Jlustrated.
CORRECTLY.-Contalnl ng full ln s truc
lustrations,
No. 62. HOW TO BEC()ME A WEST
for writing letters on almost any sub
No. f'J. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND POINT l\IlLITARY CADET-Explains how
also rules for punctuation and cotnpos~
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on to ·gain admittance, course of Study, Exami- · with specimen letters.
the horse. Describing the most useful horses notlonsi,. Duties! Stall' o~ Officers, Post Guard,
No. 75. HOW TO BECOJllE A CONJU
for business, the best horses for the road ; Police J<egulat ons, Fire Department, and all
-Containing tricks with Dominoes,
also valuable recipes for diseases peculiar to a boy should, know to be a cadet. · By Lu
Cups and Balls,> Hats, etc.
Embr
the horse.
Senarens.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Andl!rs
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No. GS. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
No. 76. HOW.TO TELL FORTUNE
CA~OES.-A bandy book tor boys, containCADET.- ·Complete lnstructlons ot how to
'rHE IIAND.-Contalning rules for t
Ing full directions for constructlnf canoes gain admission to the Annapolis Naval Acadfortunes l>y the aid of Jines of the ban
and the most popular manner o sailing emy. Also containing the course of instructhe secret.. of palmistry. Also the seer
them. Fully Illustrated.
tlon, description of grounds and buildings,
telling future events by aid of moles, m
No. 49. HO\V TO DEBATE.-Glvlng rules historical sketch, and everything a boy
scars, etc. Illustrated.
for conducting debates, outlines for debates. should know to become an oll'lcer in the
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TR1
questions for discussion, and the best United States Navy. By Lu Senarcns.
WITH CARDS.-Containlng decelitive
sources for procuring Information on the
Tricks as performed by lendin g- conj
No. 6-i. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
and mogiclans. Arranged for home a
question given.
llfACHINES.-Contalnlng full directions for
ment. Fully Illustrated.
No. llO. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND making electrical mochines, . induc tion coils.
ANIMALS.-A valuable book, giving instruc- dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE DLA.CK
tions In collecting, preparing, mounting and by electricity. By R. A. R. ~ennet. Fully ·-Coutolning a complete description o
mysteries
pi:eservlng birds, animals and Insects.
of Magic and Sleight-9f-han
illustrated.
gether with many wonderfuf experi
No. 51. now TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. 65. l\IULDOON'S JOKES.-The most
By A. Anderson.
Illustrated.
CARDS.-Contalnlng explanations of the origlnol joke book ever published, and It Is
No. 79. HOW TO BECO:\fE AN A
general principles of sleight-of-hand appll- brimful of ~It and humor. It contains a
-Containing complete instru ctions hG
cable to card tricks; of cai:d tricks with large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
make up for various characters on the
ordinary cards. and not requiring sleight- etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, :i>utogether with the d utles of t
Sta«e
of-hand; of tricks Involving sleight-of-hand, . morist, and practical joker of the day.
ager, Prompter, Scenic Artist ~nd PPo
or the use of specially prep:tred cards. 11'
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-ConMan.
lustrated.
tainlng over three hundred interesting puzNo. 80. GUS WILLIAJllS' JOKE BO
No. r;2. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvmg zles and conundrums, with key to same. A
Containing the latest jokes. anecdote
the rules ond full directions for playing complete book. Fully Illustrated.
funny
stories of this world-renown e
Euchre,
Cribbage,
Casino,
Forty-Five,
No. 67.
HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
man comedian. Sixty-four pages,; ban
Roiince, Pedro Sanch·o, Draw Poker, AucU.n TRICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of
colored cover, containing a half-tone
Pitch, All Fours, and many other popufar Instructive and highly amusing electrical
of the author.
games of ca rds.
tricks. together with ilJustrat!ons. By A.
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Co
No. 5S. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A Anderson.
Ing the most approved method of m
wonderful little book. telling you bow to
Ism; animal magnetism, or, magnetic
No. 68.
HOW TO DO CHE11fiCAL
write to your sweetheart. your father, moth - TR.ICKS.-C(lntalnlng over one hundred
Ing. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.
er, sister, brother. employer; and, in fact, highly amusing and instructive tricks with
thor of "How to Hypnotize," etc . •
everybody and anybody yon wish to w'rlte chemicals. By A. Anderson. Handsomely
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.
to.
tainlng the mo.st approved metbods or
U!ustrated.
Ing
the lines on th<: bond , together
No. 54. H9W TO KEEP AND l\IANAGE
N 0 69
HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF
PETS.--Glving complete Information as to
·
•
full explanation of t beir meaning. Al
the manner anrl .method of rai sing, keeping, I HAND.-Containing over fifty of the latest
·plaining phrenology , and the key of
taming, breeding. and managing all kind s and best tricks used by magl clons. Afso
characters by the bumps on th~ bead
of pets; also giving full instru ctio ns for containing the secret o-f second sight. Fully
Leo Hugo .Koch, A.C.S. Fully !Uustr
making cages, etc. Fully explained by lllustroted.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Co
twenty-eight Illustrations.
No. 70. HO'V TO l\IA.KE lllAGIC TOYS.Ing valuoble and instructive lnformatl
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS Containing full directions for making Magic .gardlug
the science of hypnotism. Al
AND COINS.-Contalnlng valuable lnforrna- Toys and devices of many kinds. Fully ilplaining the most approved method'l.
tlon regarding the collecting and arranging lnstrated.
are employed by the leading hypnof.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illusNo. 71. HOW TO DO !llECHANICAL
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
trated.
TRICKS.-Containlng complete illustrations
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN AU'li
No. 56. HOW TO . BECOME AN EN- for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
-Containing information regar<l!ng •
GINEER.-Contalnlng fulJ instructions how 1''nllv illustrated.
of subjects, the nse of word · ·and the
to become a locomotive engineer; also direcNo. 72. HOW TO DO SL'1::TY TRICKS
ner of preparing and submitting 1
tlons fo~ building o model locomotive; to- WITH CARDS.-Embraclng all of the latest
scripts. Also containing -valuable in~
getber with a full description of everything and most deceptive card tricks, with Illustlon ns to the neatness. lee-lbllity land
an engineer should know .
trations.
era I com position or manuscripts.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to any address on recei pt of prlct\ lOc. per copy, or 3 for 25c., In money or postage stam1

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St.,

